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Ruling
Delayed
Drop Rape Charges
By Gene Wang
HOYA Staff Writer
Maryland state attorney William R.
Hymes yesterday postponed a decision
regarding sexual assault charges against
former Georgetown basketball player
David Wingate (CAS ’86), leaving the
future of the ex-Hoya uncertain.
Hymes, in a Feb. 21 hearing in
Howard County Circuit Court, had said
he would wait until yesterday to decide
what actions the state attorney’s office
would take concerning second-degree
rape, battery and fourth-degree sexual
assault charges against Wingate by a
Baltimore teenage girl.
In September, the 17-year old said that
Wingate, who at the time was about to
sign a contract with the San Antonio
Spurs, sexually assaulted her at a party
in Columbia, Md. The girl told police
that she was unable to resist Wingate’s
advances because she was intoxicated.
But at last week’s hearing, the girl
recanted her story, saying the incident
stemmed from a “misunderstanding”
between her and Wingate, according to
The Washington Post. The girl and her
father have now asked that the rape charges against Wingate be dropped.
Yesterday the state attorney’s office
placed Wingate’s case in the court’s
“stet” docket, which delays for one year

the prosecution of the alleged charges.
“The stet docket is particular to the
state of Maryland,” said Wayne Witt, a
spokesperson for the San Antonio Spurs.
“In essence, [the state attorney’s office]
will do nothing for one year. They will
make a decision then as what to do based
on [Wingate’s] actions during that
period.”
Witt said the Spurs would seek a full
legal explanation of yesterday’s events
before making a decision on Wingate’s
fate as a team member. Spurs owner Red
McCombs told The Washington Post
~ last week that Wingate would not be
the charges were dropped or he was exonerated.

The father of the Baltimore girl said
he did not want to continue the case
because of the emotional stress and em-

“I don’t want my kid to go through
had never occurred. . . . The stuff she’s
going through is totally unfair.”
The state attorney’s office declined to
comment on the case yesterday.
26, was also charged with

sexual assault in San Antonio by a 21year-old woman last year, but those
charges were dropped two weeks ago.
Wingate finished his career at Georgetown averaging 12.8 points a game
and 46.7 percent shooting from the floor.
He left as the school’s fourth all-time
leading scorer, and his 209 career steals
second

on

Georgetown’s

all-time

list.

By Merideth Tirpak
Special to The HOYA
The GU Lecture Fund has scheduled
film maker Spike Lee and Cesar Chavez,
president of the United Farm Workers
Association, to speak on campus within
the next month.
Malcolm Lee (CAS ’92), who is a
cousin of Spike Lee, helped the Lecture
Fund tap the controversial movie maker
as a speaker, according to Richard
Taylor (SBA ’92), chair of the Lecture
Fund.
“[The Lecture Fund] had a limited
budget, so I talked to him and asked him
to speak,” Malcolm Lee said. He added
that he thought his cousin’s speech
would stir up controversy at Georgetown. “I’m sure some people might
have a problem with his portrayal of
women in films.”
Lee will speak in Gaston Hall March
12; the topic of his speech has not yet
been announced.
p. 4
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Officials Meet Deadline to Avert Walkout
last day in February.

By Amy Lundy
HOYA Staff Writer

“We were hired to teach six classes, but

University officials averted a possible
walkout by eight part-time Spanish
professors yesterday by paying them the
balance of salaries earned during the
months of January and February, according to Glenn Wilson, a part-time
Spanish lecturer.
The teachers had set yesterday as the
deadline for the university to compensate them for teaching an additional
course for the spring semester, Wilson
said.
Wilson said the teachers were paid
almost immediately after organizing this
week and appealing to Spanish Department Chair Thomas Walsh.
Dulce Garcia, one of the Spanish lecturers who had not received her full pay,
said the teachers had been contracted at
the start of the academic year to teach
five classes over the course of two

least 25 thefts and pawned hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth of
students’ property. He never forced his
way into an apartment, he never
worked at night, he never carried a
weapon, he never worked with an accomplice and he never had a key to
any door.
In October, D.C. Metro Police in

connection with the Department of
Public Safety (DPS) ended months of
investigation and arrested Edwards at
his home. He has been in jail since
then, and he is awaiting trial and sentencing for these and other crimes.
While under the custody of police,
Edwards agreed that he would share
his knowledge and experiences as a
professional burglar in an effort to improve campus security and promote
awareness among theft victims.
On Jan. 14 of this year, DPS officers
accompanied detectives from Metro
Police and Edwards on what they
called a “ride-along.” Edwards and the
officers cruised around the Georgetown campus, and he related to
them the details of his crimes.

The officers with Edwards during

we were only getting paid for five,” Garcia said.
Yesterday’s actions by the university,
however, cased tensions, the lecturers
said. “We were angry, and we wanted to
take some action, but thank God we
didn’t have to abandon our kids,” Garcia

added.
According to Garcia and Wilson, the
lecturers were satisfied with Walsh’s
quick handling of the matter. “He was
wonderful. He was really supportive,”
Garcia said.
Walsh said the matter was the result of
“a little bit of confusion in the Provost’s
Office,” but that as soon as he notified
administrators of the problem, they took
care of it immediately. Walsh added that
the mixup had only produced “a lag of a
couple weeks” in which the teachers
were not paid for teaching six courses.
Laurea DiJoseph, executive assistant in

scmesters,

the Office of the Provost, said that the

After the teachers taught three classes
in the fall, they were asked to teach three
more in the spring, bringing the total
number of classes taught by each professor to six classes.
At the time, the professors agreed to
teach the sixth course and were
promised immediate compensation for
the additional teaching duties.
But when the lecturers discovered that
their paychecks did not include pay for
the extra class, they decided they would
stop teaching if they were not paid by the

School of Languages and Linguistics
was responsible for salary problems in
the Spanish Department.
An assistant to the dean of the School
of Languages and Linguistics, however,
said yesterday she was unaware of the
payment problem and that the Provost’s
Office handled appointments of part
time lecturers.
Wilson said he was unsure of where the
problem originated but that “It’s not
common for this university to be late in
paying money owed to us.”

the ride-along said the man ncarly had
»

a photographic memory; he could
remember exactly which campus apartments he targeted, exactly how he

Group to Promote

fooled dozens of Georgetown stu-

See BURGLAR, p. 5

Minority Recruiting
Office of Admissions Sponsors SCOR
POWER OR PROFIT?
By Julia Hill

Georgetown's Cogenerator at the Crossroads

GU on Trial In Power Dispute
By Ed Walters
HOYA Staff Writer

second in a series
As Georgetown begins its ambitious
10-year plan for new campus construction, it faces many obstacles on
its way to District approval. While the
university has a formidable staff of
lobbyists on Capitol Hill, its main opposition in this project is its next-door
neighbors.
At a D.C. Regulatory Affairs factfinding meeting Wednesday night in
Gaston Hall, 150 people from the
university and neighboring com-

munities turned out to speak about the
crown jewel of the campus plan, an
addition to the university’s power
plant. And while residents raised significant questions about the validity of

Lecture Fund to Bring
Spike Lee, Chavez to GU

See LECTURES,

EN iy

October 1990, Edwards committed at

barrassment caused by the incident, according The Post.
with it,” he said. “I just wish the situation

Newsroom
687-3415

Fri. - Partly Sunny, mid 60s
Sat. - Rain Likely, low 60s
Sun. - Showers, high 60s

GU Settles Salary
ble
Issue With Profs

For seven months last year, Johnnie
Edwards (not his real name) would
wake up at 5:30 in the morning, kiss
his wife and four children goodbye,
leave his Southeast Washington
residence and come to burglarize
Georgetown’s campus.
Edwards had been telling his family
simply that he was going to work. And
indeed he was. Between March and

allowed to return to the team until either

are

D.C.

By Alan Bash
HOYA Staff Writer

Prosecutor Could

Wingate,

UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON,

The Three-Day Forecast

Israeli Ambassador
Zalmon Shoval

To Speak Monday

some of the university’s environmental impact projections, their comments
were interspersed among uninformed
and rhetorical statements from local
political groups and angry individual
residents.
But the university should be used to
this struggle by now; Georgetown
fought a similar battle with the D.C.
Council in 1988 when it sought tax-

free bonds from the District to finance
the Leavey

Center. Then-university

President Timothy Healy, SJ, did not

appeal a lawsuit against Gay People of
Georgetown University (GPGU) to
the Supreme Court, under pressure
from the council to conform to the
D.C. Human Rights Act and not to
discriminate against the group.
While administrators are cautious
about linking Healy’s decision to the

INSIDE
- Jeffrey Schneider (SFS 91) won
* a landslide victory in the election
to replace Victor Reinoso as
senior class representative to the
GUSA Assembly.
News, p. 3
Richard McSorley, SJ, squares
off against the campus leader of
Students for a Free Kuwait on the
issue of the Gulf War. Was it just?
Viewpoint, p. 7

Israeli Ambassador to the U.S.

Zalman Shoval will speak at
Georgetown Monday, March 4,
on “The Middle East and U.S.-Israel Relations in a Post-Gulf
Crisis Era.” The lecture will be

sponsored

by the Mount

Zion

Club, the International Relations
Club and the GU Lecture Fund.
“Given the events in the Persian
Gulf and the role Israel has

played, it’s a timely discussion,”
said Lecture Fund Chair Richard

Taylor (SBA 92).
The lecture will be held at 8 p.m.
in ICC auditorium.

M. Butterfly is a provocative play
that stars Georgetown’s Funniest
Man Tony Braithwaite in perhaps his most serious role to date.
Entertainment, p. 8
Neil Young is back to his old
glory, rockin’ and rollin’ at Capital Centre.
Entertainment, p. 9
The women Hoyas go into
tonight’s Big East tourney seeded
No. 7.
Sports, p. 10

bond issue, they recognize that some
members of the Council saw the two
issues as one. “Clearly, when we settled the case, our bond issues disappeared,” said George Houston, vice
president for financial affairs.
Georgetown must seck approval for
cach addition or building in the 10year master plan, and some say that
citizens’ groups will continue to lobby
the university for residential causes
during the approval process.
The university must clear all campus construction through the city
Board of Zoning Adjustments (BZA).
But the BZA does not work in a
vacuum, nor is it a rubber stamp organization. Rather, the board looks to
the decisions of neighborhood
See POWER,

p. 3

Special to The HOYA

In an effort to attract more minority
students to Georgetown, the Office of
Admissions held its first meeting Wednesday for a new student organization
called Students of Color for Recruitment
(SCOR).
‘The group parallels the Georgetown
Admissions Ambassador Program
(GAAP), another subsidiary of the Admissions Office that works with incoming high school students, but SCOR
focuses on the specific concerns of
African Americans and Hispanic

agreed to matriculate into the university.
Carlos Hernandez (SFS ’93), an officer in SCOR, said he joined the group
because he was disappointed with the
low percentage of minority students at
Georgetown.
4
“I sincerely believe that there is a
problem at Georgetown as far as
minority percentages here as opposed to
other universities who are doing something about it,” Hernandez said. He
called SCOR “the first step” to increasing minority enrollment.
Hernandez said many minority students had approached the Admissions
Office with ideas about ways to increase

Americans, according to Paul Moore, an

minority

admissions officer who oversees the
group.
According to Moore, 30 percent of
accepted Georgetown students are
minority students, onc of the highest
percentages among the nation’s top
universities.

ding, “[Getting ideas organized] has
been kind of difficult in the past. Now
we finally have an institutional
framework.”
According to Erika Adams (NUR
’93), an officer in SCOR, the group
formed five committees within SCOR to
concentrate on specific aspects of
minority student recruitment.
The correspondence committee’s job
Sce SCOR, p. 4

Nevertheless,

he

said,

Georgetown

lagged far behind in percentage of
minorities who applied here, as well as
percentage of accepted minorities who

interest

in Georgetown,

ad-

GPB Secures Gambling
License for Casino Nite
By Katie Wooten
HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown Program Board
(GPB) today will obtain its first gambling license in three years in hopes of
providing

students with the chance to

play Vegas-style games like blackjack
and craps at Casino Nite March 8.
The event, which will be held in the

Leavey Center Ballroom, will feature
live entertainment, a cash bar provided
by Marriott and 11 gambling stations,
according to Karen Obermaier (CAS
’93), vice chair of GPB special events
and organizer of the event.
Real money will not be used in the
gambling, according to Obermaier. Instead, every guest will be given $10,000
in gambling chips at the door. At the end
of the evening, guests will use their winnings to bid for prizes at a live auction.
The auction prizes have been donated
by area businesses, GPB, and other cam-

pus organizations, Obermaier said.

“The District government feels that
you cannot have a casino that involves
real money,” Obermaier said. “No one
is allowed to walk away with cash.”
According to Obermaier, GPB was
required to obtain the gambling license
from the D.C. Lottery and Charitable
Games Control Board. She said GPB
began the application process for obtaining a license last November, and she
called the process “extremely confusing.”
“Along with the application came a
list of 14 items which had to be submitted to the Board,” Obermaier said.

The list of items includes certificates of
occupancy for the Leavey Center
Ballroom and written proof that GPB is
an official organization of the university.
Because of the intricate steps involved
in completing the application, Obermaier did not submit the final application until Feb. 1. She said other
university organizations have been

Kevin Haggard
/ Tug Hora,
GPB Events Chair Karen Obermaier.
trying unsuccessfully for several years
to acquire gambling permits.
“After we applied, there were many
things that were wrong [and] needed to
be amended,” the event organizer said.
“[The D.C. Board] was helpful in letting
us know what we would need. A lot of
See GPB, p. 3
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The Mount Zion Club, The IRC and The GU Lecture Fund Present:

STUDENT BIG EAST
TOURNAMENT TICKETS

Zalman Shoval
Israeli Ambassador to
The U.S.
who will speak on

The Middle East and
U.S.-Israel Relations In

The Post-Gulf Crisis Era

Will

go

on

sale

Wednesday, March 6th
starting at 1:00 p.m.
Gym
At McDonough
Student season ticket holders only
may buy a Big East ticket.®
*Purchaser must be a student season
ticket holder with his/her own ID.

Purchaser may also buy a second ticket
(no more than one other ticket) for
another season ticket holder provided
he/she has that person's ID.

Monday, March 4, 1991
ICC Auditorium
8:00 pm
Free and Open to the Public

For Information About Programs in Israel call

1-800-27-ISRAEL

ONE TICKET PER STUDENT ID.
MAXIMUM ONE TICKET PERSEASON TICKET HOLDER
WHILE THEY 1.AST.

Tickets are $10.00

| Israel: Come See For Yourself
~ Paid for by the University Student Dept./AZYF

ra”

Summer School

STAMP YOUR
FUTURE WITH
SUCCESS...
WORK

IN JAPAN

Enhance your career by experiencing the business side
of a successful Japanese company in action!
Join forces with Recruit Co., Ltd., Japan's largest
publishing and information services company, and learn
about the different components of a business

THIS
WHAT:

Applications are now avail“able at:

SUMMER

Three week, all expenses paid
Summer Internship Program
Week 1-Orientation, lectures and seminars
on Japanese business
Week 2-Hands-on work experience
Week 3-Group project and presentation

organization.

Apply now for this challenging, all expenses paid,
Summer Internship Program and take advantage of a
unique opportunity to put the stamp of success on your
plans for the future.
Recruit's rapid growth began with the diversification of
its unique "information magazine” concept, which links
people with information in an interactive magazine
format. Today, the company publishes magazines on a
variety of topic areas including employment, education,
real estate, automobiles, travel and computer software.
Building on its entrepreneurial strength and its
foundation in information management, the company's
interests now encompass other information related
fields such as telecommunications, advanced high-tech
remote computing services, global information network
services, and supercomputing research.
Recruit: A distinctive company with a Summer
Internship Program that promises you something very
special to'write home about.

Scholarships

Sat., June 29 - Sun, July 21

:

Recruit Co., Ltd., Japan

Those that have completed at least their
Sophomore year as of September 1, 1990.
All areas of study are welcome.
Required Language Skill: Intermediate to
advanced conversational Japanese
Send:
o Resume-must be in English
o Letter of intent-English or Japanese

o Recommendation*-English or Japanese

The School for
Summer and

Continuing Education

306 ICC

o Official transcript®

Recruit U.S.A.
111 Pavonia Ave.
Jersey City, NJ 07310

ATTN: ICM INT-4

:

Please indicate phone numbers where you can

be reached during the months of March and April
(including Spring Break). A telephone interview

in Japanese will be conducted upon our receiving
your resume.
* Transcripts and recommendations may be
sent after the application deadline.

DEADLINE: Post marked by March 15, 1991
QugsTIONS: Call 1-800-288-USA1-Dept. ICM INT-4
It is a policy of this company to comply with all applicable laws
prohibiting discrimination in employment.
This program may be
cancelled at anytime at the sole ar of Recruit Co., Ltd.

Application Deadline:
April 2, 1991
Georgetown University

is an equal

opportunity/affirmative action institution in employment and admissions.
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GPB Plans

NEWS

Leavey
Casino Nite

Weathisnton

If we sell out, we will make a profit,

Corda,

a

tutoring program for a low-income
- housing project where over 100 Georgetown students volunteer, as the
recipient of the proceeds from Casino
Nite.
Vegas Time Associates, located in
Virginia and licensed in the District, will
supply game tables and Craps dealers.
GPB officials said, however, that they
were looking for student volunteers to
serve inthe other dealer positions. Those
students will receive training from rep- resentatives of Vegas Time Associates.
Casino Night will include one Craps
table,

eight

Blackjack

roulette wheel

tables,

New GUSA Representative to Fill Seat Vacated by Reinoso

Harvard,

one

wheel, a vertical game wheel that Ober-

Almost

maier said was similar to the device used
on “Wheel of Fortune.”
“I’m hoping [Casino Nite] will draw
a big crowd. Gambling, on its own, is a

Special to The HOYA

Oregon

immediately,

Student Association (GUSA) vacated
last week by Victor Reinoso (SFS "91).
Reinoso. who last week called the
efforts of the GUSA Assembly ‘futile if
not irrelevant” resigned Feb. 10 as both
senior representative as well as vice
chair of the assembly. Last Sunday, the
assembly voted in Tyler Tysdal (CAS
’93) as the new vice chair.
All seniors were eligible to vote in the
special election, which the GUSA Elec-

tion Commission

works, but to protect them. He said,

mediately

87 percent of the works have been
returned to their original owners.
The campus police officer said he
was intrigued by the thefts because
he knew that some of the stolen
books were “written in [the year]
1463 [and] could have been read by
Christopher Columbus.”

and

reverence

for old

books,

runner-up in the election, received 58
votes. Nickolas Gvosdev placed third
with 43 votes. Seniors cast a total of 42
write-in votes, 12 of which were for Dan

Correction
correctly identified as the director of
the Center for Contemporary Arab
Studies. The director of the center is
Professor Ibrahim Ibrahim.

Clarification
In the Feb. 26 issue, an editorial

stated that the university had granted
“official recognition” to GU Choice.
The university no longer applics
that standard to student groups.

he alerted

a®
a

8

Aa

34

Brown (SFS ’91).
Kevin Considine (CAS 91), chair of

Jeffrey Schneider.

expected,” which was

about

100 votes.
ey
According to Cooper, commission
members “hounded people as they came
into the Leavey Center,” during the
voting, which improved voter turnout
dramatically.
Schneider said that “of the people I
know who voted for me, there were a lot

of people who have never voted in a
[GUSA] election before.”
The new senior representative said he
understood Reinoso’s decision to
resign. “Once you’ve taken office, I
think you should stick it out, but
[Reinoso] had a moral qualm with
GUSA.”
Schneider said he would try to get
other students involved in GUSA during
his short tenure as senior representative.
He said he intended to “take this opportunity to represent those people who
have never participated in or never
wanted to participate in student government.”

University
Seeks ANC
Approval

the new residents.
Distelhorst called the project “a
real coordinated effort of members of
the community, city agencies and
Whitworth College.” She said she
believed the project was the only one
of its kind in the country.
Whitworth College students were
deeply involved in the project, Distelhorst said. She called student
response “very favorable” and said
some students have volunteered to
organize different activities for the
children. One graduate student lives
with the new residents and oversees
their care.

POWER, from p. 1
governing boards, such as the Advisory
Neighborhood Commission (ANC) or
the Burleith Citizens’ Association when
ruling on university projects.
In essence, the future of many Georgetown projects could hinge on the
temperaments of these citizens’ groups.
Area residents exerted their power this
summer, when they convinced Georgetown to compromise on the details of
its master plan. In an effort to secure
ANC support and BZA approval of the
plan, Georgetown officials agreed to
build new dormitories on campus much
earlier than they had originally planned.
The university also agreed it would
cap enrollment, a move which may leave
Georgetown with no other way of rais: 4 See POWER, p. 5

The decision to use the dormitory
for the poor “fits in with the mission
of the college as a Christian liberal
arts school,” Distelhorst said.

—By Corinne Maloney
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The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the

Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It

a
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available applications that
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Edit

Input

Notebook

Manipulate
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It’s better than a dream —it's a
Macintosh.
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Judge Green, who moderated Wednesday’s forum, will report to the DCRA.

WORE
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also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
technology that lets you personalize your work by
adding voice or other sounds.
Apple introduces the Macintosh LC.
Like every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
:

And it runs thousands of

Sarah George/THE HOYA

you've learned one program, you're well on your way
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
share information with someone who uses a different
type of computer—thanks to the versatile Apple’
SuperDrive; which can read from and write to
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
gives you. Then pinch yourself.

new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.

consistent way—so once

what we

he

If you thought that finding a color Macintosh’
system you could afford was just a dream, then the

all work in the same,

pleased with the election. “The turnout
was very good, considering [the election] was a rush job.”
Cooper said the election turnout “represented a marked improvement from

could empathize with Blumberg’s
literary fixations.

In response to a plea from
Spokane’s mayor to find housing for
the homeless, university officials
have decided to donate an unused
dormitory to house women and
children.
One of two vacant dormitories on
the Whitworth Campus has been
used to house 10 women and 11
children for the past month, according to Elsa Distelhorst, executive
director of Whitworth College’s Lindaman Center.
The Lindaman Center is an organization involved in community
outreach programs at the school.
Distelhorst said that several agencies have donated their services for
the project, including Washington
Water Power Company and Marriott
Food Corporation. Marriott prepares
and serves one hot meal a day free for

In the Feb. 22 issue of THE Hoya,
Professor Michael Hudson was in-

went to

Schneider. Stephanie Feira (SFS ’91),

For Homeless Women and Children

mi

resignation,

lied 256 votes, 113 of which

Although he said he was relieved
that Blumberg
was caught,
Huntsberry said that because of his
own

began organizing im-

after Reinoso’s

according to David Cooper (SFS ’91), a
member of the Election Commission.
The GUSA Election Commission tal-

University to Donate Unused Dorm

GPB Chair Chuck Burgess (CAS ’91)
said he was looking forward to the event.
“My freshman year I volunteered as a
blackjack dealer. . . . That was my first
exposure to GPB and I had a blast,” he
said. “I was bummed that we didn’t have
one in the last couple years.”

od SE

Iowa,

Jeffrey Schneider (SFS 91) won in a
landslide victory Tuesday in a special
election to fill the post of senior representative to the Georgetown University

Whitworth College (Spokane, Wash.)

great idea,” she said.

RR

Idaho,

the Election Commission, said he was

Kate Schneider

other universities around the country
of the theft. He also circulated
photographs and the names of
various suspects in the case.
According to Huntsberry, the
bibliophile kleptomaniac said the
reason he stole the books was because he was angry at the library
system for not giving underprivileged people equal access to the
works and because he thought the
libraries were not properly taking
care of the materials.
Huntsberry said that Blumberg’s
motive was not to sell the literary

Washington State universities.
According to Huntsberry, Blumberg was able to steal the works by
.using an alias, stealing keys and
wearing coats with large pockets
where he could conceal the books.
The Washington State officer said
he began to investigate the case when
the university library noticed that
books and manuscripts were missing
from its stacks.

and one paramutual

g

:

The seemingly insignificant disappearance of a book last year from the
university’s library led one campus
police officer on a search across
North America to find a man who had
stolen $20 million in rare books and
manuscripts from over 140 libraries.
According to Sergeant J. Stephen
Huntsberry, who spearheaded the effort to find the thief, an Iowa state
court last month convicted Stephen
C. Blumberg for stealing more than
20,000
books
and
10,000
manuscripts. He will be sentenced in
April.
Many of the literary works were
lifted from university libraries, including book collections at Brown,

which we will donate to charity.”
Four hundred fifty tickets are being
sold at $15 for cardholders and $12 for
non-cardholders.
Sursum

Uigtrorst

$20 Million in Books from Libraries

GPB, from p. 1

has chosen

Siet

Police Arrest Bibliophile Who Stole

officials were unsure if the organization
would make money on the event, any
profits will be given to charity. “We
originally budgeted to lose money,”
Obermaier said. “Right now, it all
depends on the amount of tickets we sell.

GPB

Schneider Wins Senior Election

FROM OTHER CAMPUSES

|]

For more information go to
Business School Computer
Lab, Medical School Library
or Law Center Bookstore
or contact Fran or Julie at
Computer] and Mid-Atlantic
301/599-9555

©1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and “The power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 0S/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Great Basic

Sweatshirts
Jim Mangan/THE HOYA

The GU Lecture Fund, chaired by Richard Taylor, will co-sponsor Spike Lee and Cesar Chavez in Gaston Hall.

Lee, Chavez to Address Campus
LECTURES,

from p. 1

Taylor said the Lecture Fund was
interested in bringing Lee to campus
because “he is a creative, young guy
who has accomplished a whole lot. Also,

he is socially conscious and the type of
person who could strike up some
dialogue.”
Although Taylor would not say how
much each speaker was receiving from
the Georgetown, he said that Lee agreed
to give the Lecture Fund an 80 percent
discount on his regular speaking fees,
and Chavez agreed to a 60 percent
deduction.
The Office of Student Affairs is cosponsoring the Lee lecture, and the
Georgetown Program Board is attempting to put together a Spike Lee film
festival for the week preceding Lee’s
arrival on campus. A screening of “Mo’
Better Blues” has already been

Group

scheduled for the weekend of March
15-17.
Both Lee and Chavez are alike in that
they serve as spokespersons for
minorities in the United States. The Lecture Fund this year, Taylor said, “has
chosen to focus on lectures that will
place an emphasis on cultural awareness
and broaden students’ horizons.”
Chavez will speak in Gaston Hall
March 6 at 5:30 p.m. He will address the
topic of “Threats of Pesticides to Farm
Workers and Consumers - A Public Plan
of Action.”
|
The Chavez lecture is co-sponsored by
the Lecture Fund, the Progressive Student Union, the Latin American

Students’ Association, the Georgetown
Chapter of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People,
and the Georgetown chapter of thc
Coalition for the Advancement of
Hispanic Americans (CAHA).

Carlos Hernandez (SFS ’93), vice
president of CAHA, and Dahlia Aguilar

(CAS ’93), a member of CAHA, said
they made the original contact with representatives of the United Farm Workers
Association.
Chavez has been a political activist for
over 20 years and has staged several
boycotts and hunger strikes protesting
the harmful practices of agriculturists.
The activist is currently waging a war
against pesticides, which he says arc
harmful to farm workers, and children of
those workers, and consumers.

Taylor called Chavez “the premier
political spokesman for Hispanic
Americans.”
Aguilar said: “Chavez will undoubtedly appeal to a large percentage of the
Georgetown community due to his
achievements not only as a Hispanic

The third committee is responsible for
minority student receptions, and the
is to phone accepted minority students
forth committee’s function is to act as a
and to write them letters encouraging
liaison between SCOR and GAAP.
is ithem:to attend Georgetown.
!
A fifth branch of SCOR ‘organizes
108 EOR’s secondicommitteeis
the high weekends for’ accepted ‘minority stu-'*
+ school committee, which' encourages
dents. According to Moore, Georgetown
current Georgetown students to return to
wants to combine its minority student
their former high schools in an cffort to
weekend with other student weekends.
. promote minority interests there.
“We're trying to move away from call-

ETT

Regularly $26.95.

Limited Time Only!

trying to buck the system.”

ing it Minority Student. Weekend,” he
said.
Instead, Moore said SCOR would plan
special activities for minority students

ale: $19.99!
GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY

during other student weekends, According to Moore," SCOR will ‘assume the
responsibilities of planning activities for
these weekends, which were in the past
organized by the Center for Minority
Student Affairs.
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dents, and exactly what he took from
each residence.
With the information he provided,
DPS was able to close out numerous
cases of reported thefts. But perhaps
more important, according to DPS officials, Edward’s testimony shows that
students’ naivete is one of the leading
reasons Edwards enjoyed such success
at Georgetown.
The following is only a part of
Edwards’ story, as told by DPS Sergeant Selena Piper, who investigated
the thefts, helped capture Edwards and

accompanied him during the ridealong. The information comes from
testimony from Edwards, theft victims, as well as Piper’s own recollec-

tions.

O

n one of Edwards’ early ventures to campus during the

Hl

ie: IY

HOYA Staff Writer

the resident, who was not a GU stu-

dent and who was interning in D.C.

into an unlocked Village A apartment.
But as he began to examine the

for the summer, rcturncd to find the

burglar.
:
Edwards explained that a rat had
been in the hall and he needed to borrow a phone to report the rodent to the
Division of Facilities. The intern
agreed to let Edwards use the phone
and then departed, asking the burglar
to close the door behind him when he
was finished calling maintenance.

apartment’s contents, the women who

lived there returned home.
Asked why he was in the apartment,
Edwards quickly fabricated a story.
He said he was a student guard who
had entered their apartment after
seeing a suspicious person breaking
in. He told them he had to take their
property to the DPS office and dust it
for fingerprints.
The thief, students said, carried a
portable radio similar to those carried

From that Nevils apartment, Ed-

wards took a computer, jewelry and a
compact disc player.
Several other incidents occurred
during the summer and into the early
fall. Edwards once dressed up as doctor during one of his thefts from the

by DPS officers. He also used police
jargon and spoke of a “10-14,” the
police term for a suspicious person.

POWER, from p. 3
ing revenue other than raising tuition. If
it does not cap enrollment before building new dorms, GU must force all
sophomores to live on campus.
Full on-campus housing has been at
the top of many of the citizens’ groups
priority

lists for. years,

and when.the..

university agreed to the

groups? coms

missioner for ANC District 2E-02, who

supports the project. Bateman said a
“vocal minority” of residents has spoken
out against the university at these mectings, regardless of the issue.
The university has been instructed by

the, BZA

to meet periodically with

GU Medical Center. But for the most
part, he looked and acted like a regular
student. He looked young, he wore
preppy clothing, and he knew the jargon of a Georgetown student.
Getting into apartment complexes
was no problem. In Village B, he
would simply press the intercom and
someone inside would unlock the door
for him. On East Campus, he would
say he lost his ID, and students would

In this most

.

recent battle

over the

tactcd, and Edwards was rcleascd.
ride it home.
In late September, Edwards decided

let him in. Once inside, he would look

for unlocked doors. If he knocked and

to return to the Nevils complex. After
finding an unlocked door, he entered
the apartment, emptied the contents of
a wallet ncar the doorway, and
proceeded upstairs to the bedrooms.
When the woman who lived there

no one responded, he would enter, and
if the residents came home, he would

use one his many, well crafted stories.
Carrying the items away was also
seldom a problem. He would stow the
property in suitcases or duffcl bags
that he found in the apartments. When
he didn’t bring a car to campus, Edwards would just steal a bicycle and

has coordinated and attended nearly 20
such meetings since the approval of the
master plan this summer.
According to Bateman, however,
these meetings have been dominated by
people who came to speak out against
the university, and she characterized
some opponents and fellow commis_.sioners as “victims.of misinformation”

| about the proposed addition. “The op-

very unfairly represented
promises, the; plan passed BZA muster. citizens? groups regarding the cutrent*ponents.have
without problem...

After a July theft in Village A, DPS officers
compiled a description of the suspect from the
apartment residents. With the use of a newly
acquired computer that generates images, DPS
was able to release a composite sketch of the
suspect.
“We had a lot of response from the community,” said DPS Sergeant Selena Piper. Although many people called DPS to say they had
spotted a man, or had been burglarized by a man,
who looked like the suspect, no concrete leads
were formed, Piper said.
One summer morning, Piper and DPS investigator Charles Atkins, decided to walk over to
the East Campus courtyard to see if they could
detect any suspicious activity.
«we
The pair almost immediately spotted a man
who resembled the composite sketch pulling a
doorknob in an apparent attempt to find an unlocked apartment. “It was almost like something
clicked,” Piper said. She and Atkins brought the
man, Johnnie Edwards (not his real name) down
to the DPS headquarters, where they questioned
him and took his picture.
Edwards carried a residence hall pass, which
he said he borrowed from a friend. Piper said she
later traced the card to an Ohio woman who had
stayed at Georgetown earlier in the summer.
But DPS did not have enough information at
the time to arrest him, Piper said. They tried to
call someof the theft victims to try and identify
him, according to Piper, but none could be con-

This computer-generated image of
Edwards was circulated across campus last fall.

“ANC Meets to Discuss Project
power plant, the endorsement of such
groups has proven elusive for the university, according to Grace Bateman, com-

To Catch a Thief

o:

By Alan Bash

The women thanked Edwards
profusely for coming to their aid and
willfully turned over the following
items to him: a JVC compact disc
player, jewelry, a walkman and a cord* less telephone.
Edwards decided to continue the
facade and took down information
from the students. He then instructed
the women to wait 20 minutes before
calling DPS to retrieve their property.
It was the last they heard from him.
A month later, Edwards came to
Georgetown and decided to hit East
Campus. The Nevils apartments, he
later told Piper, were his favorite targets, and he identified the apartment
he robbed according to the colors of
the doors. Edwards said he robbed
three apartments in the “purple section,” two in the “orange section” and
three in the “green section.”
On that day in July, Edwards
entered an unlocked apartment and
began to look around. Moments later,

month of June, the thief walked

SUSPECT

expansion of the power plant, and. the- - what [the cogenerator expansion]
she said.
university’s team of project lobbyists

is,”

returned, Edwards came down the

stairs and explained that he was returning the student’s ID card, which had

Many of the meetings, when attended
by residents, have degenerated into
shouting matches between GU officials
and neighbors, with neighbors inevitably complaining about noisy off-campus
students.
“There are some people in the
[ANC],” said Houston, “who have an
automatic policy to oppose the university.”
The BZA has already approved the
university’s campus plan, and although
that decision came only after many
university concessions, the coalition of
neighbors is now appealing that approval. No court has taken the case.
Similar court cases arc pending at

When the Village A theft victims were contacted, DPS presented them with an array of
eight photographs, among them a picture of Edwards. Piper said the students had no trouble
identifying Edward’s mug. “They nailed him,”
Piper said.
A warrant was issued for Edwards’ arrest, but

because he did not live on Georgetown’s campus, Piper said, only D.C. Metro Police could
arrest the suspect.
:
After the Nevils theft in September, residents
picked Edwards’ picture out of a second photo
array, and a second warrant was issued for his
arrest, Piper said. In October, D.C. Police ar-

rested Edwards
Washington home.

outside

Later in the semester,

his

Southeast
:

several

Georgetown

students identified Edwards in a line-up at the
second district police station. He is currently
awaiting trial and sentencing for crimes committed on Georgetown’s campus, as well as elsewhere.

None of the property Edwards said he had
taken

has

been

recovered,

and

the thief told

police that he sold everything he ever took.
Throughout

the seven-month

investigation,

DPS increased patrols around campus and circulated composites of Edwards, Piper said.
~ DPSsentaletter yesterday to all students about
the crimes, which states that students were to

blame for many of the thefts. “A majority of the
reported crimes could have been prevented and
appear to be caused by negligence on the part of
the students who reside in these areas,” the letter
said.

been found outside on the ground.
The student thanked him, and he left
with the cash he had stolen from the

student’s wallet.
“He is so slick,” Piper said this
week. But although Edwards may
have been more crafty than an average
burglar, Piper said, many of the incidents could have been prevented by
the students. “It just goes to show how
naive some people can be,” Piper said.

American University (AU) and George
Washington University over their
master plans. All of the appeals were
filed by coalitions of the universities’
neighbors. “There were significant
limitations on [the universities] both in
what they could do and where they could
build,” said William Green, vice presi-

dent for facilities and maintenance.
_ douston said that the group that
appealed the AU plan won a provision
dictating that “a one-block area of the
campus is carved out that must be used
to build a dorm, if anything.” Houston
said the restrictions were beginning to
be a problem for both universities.
Green said there was “definitely” a
trend in the uprising of neighborhood
activism with regard to DC universitics.

“There is a trend in that the citizens have
been successful in these appeals,” Green
said. He added that it was a trend likely
to continue. The cogenerator hearing
before the BZA is March 13 and 14, and

the decision of the judge probably won’t
be handed down until April, according
to Houston.
;
:
This

trend,

some

said,

may

affect

Georgetown’s ability to gain BZA approval in the future. But those considerations will have to wait; every building in
the 10-year plan is in some way financially or mechanically dependent on the
expansion of the cogenerator facility.
Should the GU proposal be rejected at

the meeting, university officials would

have to rethink the direction of Georgetown toward the year 2000.

roe

THE

Students’ Naivete
BURGLAR, from p. 1
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You asked for

a computer that’s real
college material.
We heard you.

i

The ideal computer for college needs certain things.
Like a mouse, to make it easy to use. Preloaded
software, that'll let you create impressive papers

with graphics and spreadsheets. And great
tools, like a notepad, calendar and cardfile. It
should also be expandable, so it can grow with

your needs.
The IBM Personal System/2° has all this at

%
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a special student price and affordable loan payments. And on a different note, you can get a great

low price on the Roland” Desktop Music System that
transforms your IBM PS/2° with Micro Channel® into
an exciting, comprehensive music maker.
The PS/2 is perfect for college because you told
us just what you needed. And no one knows what it
takes to be real college material better than you.

Payments As Low As $34/ month! Call
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Chris Murphy And Bill McCrea At
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stole

thousands of dollars worth of electronics
and clothes, entering and leaving dormitories at whim. He duped those who
caught him in their apartments by assuming
roles ranging from a lost
student to an undercover DPS officer.
Although this thief was apprehended
last

October,

the

true

horror

of his

crimes is only now emerging. As part of
his plea-bargain agreement, he has
demonstrated to DPS officers the
methods he used and tricks he employed
that allowed him easy access to the en-

tire Georgetown campus.

It is startling

to realize that never once did he have to
pick a lock, break a window or resort to

jams

because

he looked

harmless

and

dressed like a clean-cut Georgetown stu-

dent. Don’t let someone into Village B or
Nevils, just because he or she pleads to
be a locked-out student. Ask for identification, even if he or she looks like the
perfect Jane or Joe Hoya.

Also, Georgetown
Marriott

second

University and

Corporation

the

comprise

largest employer

the

in D.C., after

the District itself. It is easy for a thief to
claim to be a lost worker or an employee
perusing the campus. If you come across

someone

fumbling with a doorknob

or

threat of violence. Taking advantage of

studying an apartment complex, ask for

careless students and sloppy campus
security, he was able to steal from both

identification or call DPS. Campus police

apartments and dormitories. The shock
lies in that his victims were also his
accomplices.
!
While it might be tempting to shrug off

their hands are tied if students are care-

the victims’ role in the thefts, students

should
from

s’np;ti'v.ia

with the highest per capita murder rate
,in the nation.
:
Stay on guard and don’t be fooled by
appearances. On numerous occasions
the thief was able to talk his way out of

glean
the

some

important

revelations

criminal.

Instead

of this

lessons
seasoned

of dismissing

the

students’ carelessness as rare occurren-

ces, or deeming their misfortune to be
poetic justice, students

need to pay at-

are here
less.
Our

to protect

community

the

university,

on

the

Hilltop

but

may

seem far removed from the grim statistics on the news, but this is simply not
the case. The crime rate in Northwest
D.C. has been steadily increasing be-

cause criminals target wealthy residents. To ignore this reality and rely on
blind trust
robbery.

is to perpetuate

theft

the

eT

extra electricity, steam and chilled water
needed to power additional campus

buildings

the university plans

to con-

dents have frequently rebuffed officials
at the meetings, instead turning the discussion to stories about drunken students ravaging their neighborhoods.
The behavior of students in local neighborhoods is a significant problem, but its
inclusion in debates about cogeneration

struct by 2010.

is counterproductive.

. The university has recently held a
number of forums and meetings with
citizens’ groups and local government
officials to debate the plan’s impact on
the community. Many of these groups

formed and illogical arguments likewise

are concerned

mitory the university must build within

that the new facility will

pose environmental hazards and
generate large amounts of noise. Still
others object to Georgetown’s decision to
sell the

additional

power

produced

by

the facility to PEPCO before these new
buildings are completed.
But many of the complaints are unfounded. William Green, director of Ad-

ministration

and

Facilities,

said

the

addition will expand the current facility
by 224 sq. ft., run more efficiently than

the current plant, and generate little or
no additional noise.
Although Georgetown has made
numerous

attempts

to

communicate

this information to local residents, the

slow

the

bureaucratic

misin-

process

of

campus construction. After all, one of
the first buildings to share the cogeneration plant's power will be the new dorthe next ten years in order to keep upperclassmen

on

campus

—

a popular

demand with local residents.
City representatives and even BZA officials themselves should attend local

citizen group meetings and ANC meetings on the plant, so that they might
better appreciate the pressure applied to
local commissioners by irate, but not
environmentally threatened, residents.

Only then will
text of ANC
tions to the
consideration
means with

they understand the concommittee recommendaDistrict and give proper
to what an ANC resolution
regard to Georgetown'’s

master plan.

To the editor:
In your edition of Tuesday, Feb.
26, Jeremy Bash, Managing
Editor of THE Hoya, wrote an ar-

ticle on the teach-in in which he:
described me as a Congressional
lobbyist for Arab governments;
stated that I “opposed” the war;
and asserted that I proposed “a
five point peace plan.” Not one of
these statements is true.
I never have, and never will,

lobby Congress on behalf of Arab
governments. What I have done,
and will continue to do, is to ad-

vocate knowledge of the Arab
world.
I have supported the war option
since the day Iraq invaded
Kuwait. I told the teach-in
audience, at the very front-end of
my remarks, that I supported the
war and its vigorous prosecution
until Iraq was driven from
Kuwait.
I then described a plan for
security and development in the
region in the aftermath of the war.
I have spoken with Mr. Bash.
He has apologized for misrepresenting me and my views.
We are now friends.
Peter F. Krogh
Dean, School of Foreign Service

You Left ‘Spinal Tap’
Off List of Cult Films?
To the editor:
After reading the cult “classic”

The Hoyas’ Cushy Schedule
NCAA

Tournament

looms

close for the Georgetown Hoyas,
and it seems this season a bid is
far from guaranteed. The Hoyas
stand at 16-10, 8-7 in the Big East, with
Syracuse as their final regular-season
opponent. Even if the Hoyas find a way
to beat the Orangemen in New York Sunday, they remain on the bubble for an
NCAA Tournament appearance because

of their artificially inflated record,

one

buoyed by four wins over non-Division I
teams.
This predicament could be easily

remedied with a reshuffling and
redistribution of Georgetown’s earlyseason schedule. The solution though,
is not to schedule Nevada-Las Vegas,
Arkansas or Indiana to usher in the
season. It is instead to increase the level

of competition to at least a contest, to
play George
rather than

Washington or LaSalle
a cushy tournament in

Hawaii.

The Hoyas have traditionally registered
lopsided victories over early-season op-

ponents hardly the caliber of Big East
competition, with this year being no exception. Georgetown rolled over HawaiiLoa, Hawaii-Pacific, St. Leo and
Southern Indiana during the first
stretch of this year’s college basketball
season.
=
A record padded with victories against
St. Leo or Southern Indiana reflects un-

favorably on a
to face stiffer
something the
tion committee
March.

do the morals of the

referral service to those in need, it falls

short of providing
health services.

modern,

first-rate

Megan E. Dailey
CAS ’93

DeGioia’s Perception of Catholicism
And Its Traditions Is Sadly Awry
To the editor:

school that clearly ought
competition. And that is
NCAA Tournament selecmight not overlook come

to the members of the Georgetown
University: Community informing us of
his decision to allow GU Choice “access
to University Benefits.” In pursuing this
course of action, the administration is in

effect co-operating with an organization
whose objectives are clearly at odds with
Catholic doctrine. At the same time, in

his letter Dean DeGioia claims to have
balanced “Georgetown’s commitment
to the free exchange of ideas with a
200-year commitment to the moral
tradition of the Roman Catholic
Church.” I don’t know which Catholic
Church the Dean is referring to, but the
“moral tradition” of the brand of

reviews

on

Feb.

Catholicism with which I am familiar is
certainly not reconcilable with his
decision. Obviously Dean DeGioia’s
perception of Catholicism and its traditions is sadly awry. If he should wish to
reacquaint himself with Roman
Catholicism may I suggest he avoid
seeking enlightenment from some members of the Jesuit administration, since

they are clearly in the dark also. I came
here with the expectation of receiving an
education from the finest Catholic institution in America. With this decision
I am left bewildered and wondering if

my initial expectations are justified.
Tom Tormey
CAS ’93
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$1,000 Scholarships to
Georgetown Undergraduate Students.
Watch This Space for More Details.
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Still, since when

chruch come before the health and wellbeing of the community.
The Church as an institution upholds
morals and tries to teach morality to
others. That’s its job. People can hold
their own morals and try to convince
others of their rightness. It’s a lot different when a hospital neglects the needs
of many people and defends itself by
claiming it is just upholding the morality
of the Church. The university should
hold the well-being of its students as its
highest priority, and the hospital should
be most concerned about the health of
everyone, not just those who are “morally correct” according to the Catholic
Church.
As long as Georgetown University
refuses to accept that a large percentage
of its community is not committed to
strict Catholic morality, and as long as it
fails to provide basic counseling and

fact of life is the mental pain of those

On Feb. 22, Dean DeGioia sent a letter

Distorted,

To neglect these women, women who

want or who have had abortions, is to
ignore and not-so-silently condemn a
section of society, one that needs the
help of health institutions such as the one
at Georgetown University. The university claims it bases decisions like these
on the doctrines of the Catholic Church.

States and in Washington, D.C. Another

Statements Made
About His Remarks

school’s efforts seem to have made little
impact on local resentment. In fact, resi-

only

the university hospital and health ser-

vices do not perform abortions. Unfortunately, this last sentence also stated
that “[w]e do not provide abortion counseling or make referrals to abortion
clinics through our programs in Student
Health, Counseling and Psychiatry or
Health Education.”
Being a Catholic university, it is understandable that the facilities do not
advocate or perform abortions. That is
the decision of the faculty of the university and of those involved with the health
services. This decision simply says to
the community that the university
doesn’t wish to promote abortions, and
that they hope that their lack of support
helps women make certain choices
when faced with unplanned pregnancies.
What is not understandable — what is
extremely reprehensible — is the fact
that these health facilities do not offer
abortion counseling. This is not an advocation of Catholic moral codes. It is a
condemnation of people who have made
a choice that differs from the opinions of
Catholic church.
Not offering abortion counseling to
those in need is somewhat comparable
to the university’s decision not to sell
condoms on campus. Sex is going to
happen, whether or not the Church acknowledges it and whether or not the

Krogh Responds To

Cogeneration Gap?

designed the plant to “cogenerate”

The sentence was at the end of a
paragraph discussing Georgetown’s
lack of support for abortion-related activities. The paragraph made it clear that

and

3»

ast September the city Board of
Zoning Adjustment (BZA) approved
initial plans for an
expansion of the university's
power plant. Georgetown officials

letter, one sentence caught my attention.

who have abortions. Even if the university is opposed to abortions, even if they
believe the mental pain of a woman who
has had an abortion is deserved, in being
a health institution the hospital must
offer counseling for those in need —
even those who are in need due to abortions.
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22, we

were appalled by the glaring
omission of Rob Reiner’s now
legendary, classic documentary
(if you will, rockumentary), This is
Spinal Tap. The size of the error
is quite frightening, really. In fact
the list is a complete catastrophe.
This is Spinal Tap captures the
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sights, sounds and smells of a hard

working rock and roll band on the
road.
Some feel that Spinal Tap is too
old, too white. That’s nitpicking,
isn’t it? Although their appeal is
indeed selective, they have earned
a place in rock history as one of
England’s loudest bands, with
such momentous albums as:
Smell the Glove and Bent for the
Rent. Though neither a critics’ nor
a public favorite, Spinal Tap continues to fill a much needed void.
On your scale of one to five,
This is Spinal Tap goes to 11.
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P.S. The soundtrack is now out
on CD. And it makes a swell gift
too! We hear Spinal Tap is on the
charts in Japan.
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tention to safety precautions in a city

just received my copy of the letter by
Dean DeGioia discussing the recognition of GU Choice as a university club.
Although I was happy with most of the

Church condemns it. The logical course
of action, the more moral thing for the
administration to do, would be to stop
preaching morality and begin to deal
with reality. Since sex is going to happen, concern for the students’ health and
well-being should be the highest priority
of the university.
In the same light, not offering abortion
counseling or clinic referrals is a breach
of responsibility on the part of the
university, the hospital, and the student
health services. The university has a
right to oppose abortion and to decline
to perform abortions. On the other hand,
at least the hospital has an obligation to
be concerned with the health and mental
well-being of the students of this university and the people of this community.
The university and its hospital are
supposed to be concerned with the
health of the students. If a woman wants
an abortion, if nothing will persuade her
otherwise, the hospital should be able to
tell her where she can find a safe, certified clinic. Without this type of referral, the young woman might end up in
an office where the doctor performs
abortions simply for the extra money or
without proper credentials, thus putting
the woman’s life at risk. If the hospital
would stop preaching morality and
would start accepting reality — the
reality of abortion — this type of risk
would happen less often.
The most important, more pressing
obligation of Georgetown University
and the GU Hospital is the obligation to
provide counseling to women who have
had abortions. Abortions are going to
happen, whether or not Georgetown
University Hospital offers them. They
are a fact of modern life in the United

a

wake.

I, like many of the students on campus,

Dab

in his

To the editor:

Punnishment

or seven months he stalked our
campus, leaving broken bike
locks and empty apartment shel-

ves

GU is Obligated to Offer Abortion Counseling
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VIEWPOINT —
/

Justifying the War —
Point

Counterpoint

Richard T. McSorley, SJ

Erik Werth

Faith Prohibits Violence

War Was Morally Just

The Gulf War teach-in last week at
Georgetown University illustrated the
weakness of the Just War theory. Bryan

“My concern,” Abraham Lincoln
declared when asked whether he thought
God was on his side in the Civil War, “is

Hehir,

SJ,

former

head

of the

U.S.

Bishop’s office of International Peace,
explained the Just War theory as a way
of overriding the Christian stance
-:against war, provided all of the conditions of the theory are upheld. He applied these conditions to the Gulf War
and left the conclusions to the audience.
He did not give his opinion as whether
all the conditions were fulfilled.
Following him, John Reudy, former
director of Arab Studies at Georgetown
declared, “I don’t believe any war is just.
The only reason I would fight is if somebody was coming to attack my wife and
children.”
Father Hehir replied that personal conflict was not included in the Just War
theory. Only group conflict was considered. Later on, however,

Just War theory that is often overlooked;

the Just War theory is a shifting
philosophy, not a part of Christian theology. It began with the Romans, not with
Christ. Philosophy rarely arrives at any

it was ar-

gued that the Just War theory did include
personal conflict. This shows how the
way the theory is applied changes
* depending on the circumstances.
In his presentation, Father Hehir said
he had been opposed to starting the war
without giving sanctions more time.
“For many people, since the first just war
condition ( i.e., whether war is a last
resort) was not fulfilled, the war was
immoral and will remain immoral. But
there are some who would still consider
the war to be possibly moral though the
first condition was not fulfilled at the
onset.”
The Just War theory accomodates itsclf to shifting opinions. In fact, any
aspect of the theory can be argued long
cnough for the war to be over before the
contradictions can be resolved.
For example,

good over evil in this war? Will more
good than evil come from it? Is it worth
the death and destruction it is bringing?
Are the innocent protected? Is the stated
purpose of the war constant? Do the
weapons of modern technology destroy
so much that no war can be just? There
are no clear answers.
Yet all these questions and more must
be answered with certainty before a person applying the theory can morally support
the war. Probability is not
enough. In matters of life and death like
war, probability can not be the basis of
moral action.
All of this illustrates an aspect of the

is the theory correctly

stated? Is there really a proportion of

The Just War theory allows limited killing to
serve a greater number.
Jesus’ command, “love

your enemies,” allows
no killing at all.
decisive conclusions, even concerning
elementary truths such as the existence
of God. As such, the Just War theory
allows all kinds of differing interpretations.
Does the Just War theory relate to the
teaching of Jesus that we should love our
encmies? There is no mention of Christ

or His teaching in the theory. The theory
tries to limit the horrors of war by
reason, so it does have merit. But it is not

the Gospel. The crucial question that
separates the Just War theory from the
Gospel is: can I love and kill my enemy
in the same act? Is killing an act of love
for the person 1kill? The Just War theory
allows limited killing to serve a greater
number. Jesus’ command, “love your
enemies,” allows no killing at all.
Last week’s panel discussion
demonstrates the harm the Just War
theory can do. At a Catholic university
we had a discussion of the morality of
the Gulf War without cven mentioning
Jesus. The panelists talked only about
the Just War theory. They talked about
the war as though Christ had nothing to
say about it.
:
The Just War theory was taught by
Cicero. It requires no faith. Anyone of
any religion or no religion can accept or
manufacture their own version of it.
Belief in Jesus requires faith that He

is the teacher sent by the Father to teach
us the way of life. The light of faith is so
bright that, in comparison with it, reason
is darkness.

Reason

alone,

therefore,

will never lead to peace. Reason will
never even bring us to a sure belief that
God exists. Faith gives us certainty of
God’s existence.
Reason is limited to the capacity of the
human mind which derives its source
from the fallible senses. Faith is a gift
from God. It is the evidence of things
unseen. It gives us certainty. We need to
look at war and peace with the eyes of
faith, and not with the scmi-blind cyes
of reason alone.

not whether

God

is on our side, but

whether we are on God’s side.” Today,
many are asking a similar question about
Operation Desert Storm. Is it morally
right in this instance to call our men and
women into battle to kill and perhaps to
be killed?
Christians seeking an answer to these
questions grounded in their faith are
faced with contrasting theological
perspectives: the classical Just War
theory as embodied in the Christian
tradition and the extreme view found in
Christian pacifism.
The Just War theory has been used by
many Christians to reach a moral conclusion about this war. The now oftcited principles of just war — just
cause, legitimate authority, right intentions, last resort, probability of success
and proportionality — have been applied to the facts of this conflict
repeatedly since the war began on
August 2, 1990. Using this model, many
Christians have come to the conclusion
that the current war meets these criteria,
as confirmed in scholarly writings, the
popular press and in public opinion surveys.
Christian pacifists believe the Just War
theory is impractical, flawed and, most

importantly, inconsistent with the
Gospel. The Just War theory is a
philosophical theory using reason, not
faith. Therefore, Christian pacifists encourage Christians seeking a true moral
conclusion about Desert Storm to not
use Just War theory, but rather to refer

Richard McSorley, SJ, is director of
the Center for Peace Studies.

directly to the teachings of Christ. It is
there, they believe, that Jesus’ example,

i.e., “love

your

enemies,”

prevents

Christians from using deadly force. On
this basis, pacifists have determined that
Operation Desert Storm is an immoral
war.
The pacifist conclusion is questionable. Catholic historian G.I.A.D.
Draper has interpreted Jesus’ love ethic
and life practice as a Gospel preached to
individuals, not to social institutions.
Since a war is organized by social in-

man.
Few times in recent history has the
world community witnessed such inhumanity. Yet, when all other peaceful

viewed as more moral than war when it

stitutions and institutions have no soul,

allows for immorality to be rewarded,

they cannot be candidates to reach the
kingdom of God. Therefore, Gospel
such as “love your enemy” cannot be
applied to a government.
In addition to this refutation of Christian pacifism, prominent Christian clergy and theologians have historically
supported the view that war is justifiable
when it is used to defend against unjust
aggression, as is the case with the Gulf
War. Pope Pius XII said in a Christmas
message following World War II that
some “goods of humanity” were worth
protecting against unjust aggression.
Pope Pius went even further by saying
nations had an “obligation . . . not to
abandon a nation that is attacked.”

and even prosper? The moral justification for the coalition’s war against Iraq
is apparent.

Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait and the
systematic destruction of its people,
property and territory serve as a clarion
call for Christians to respond with their
moral support for Desert Storm. Amnesty International, U.S. Central Command
and first-hand accounts reveal that Iraqi
troops have engaged in a terror and torture campaign against the people of
Kuwait. This includes arbitrary executions, sexual torture, amputation of body
parts, and mass abductions. This attack
on humanity calls out to the essence of
the Christian concern for one’s fellow

led
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The Christian pacifist’s position on the
Gulf War highlights the inherent problem with their stance. Pacifism requires
utopian conditions to work. Unfortunately, we live on a planet where
humans

have not overcome

the weak-

ness of their vices. Individuals and nations are continually victimized by
violence. Pacifism encourages the
proliferation of unjust aggression by forbidding the use of force to protect fundamental standards of morality and
natural justice.
The occupation of Kuwait and the
torture and executions of its citizens cannot be ignored by Christians or any
human being. The pacifist advocates
peace, but it is a peace which allows
tyranny to thrive. Instead, it is peace

with justice that we must cherish, protect
and fight for. We will never have true
peace if we appease and reward terror
and unjust aggression.
t

Erik Werth (GRD ’91) is campus coor-

dinator for Students For A Free Kuwait.
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Tracy Grant

One Month Is Not Enough

‘Ham and Eggs

Black Students Face Dilemmas Throughout the Year
February is always a unique month for people of African descent in America. As
we all know, February is “Black History Month.” This is the month when American
people take time to observe the achievements of black people and their contributions
to society. In more recent years, the month has become a time to recognize the sorry
conditions from which many blacks cannot seem to escape. February 1990 held
special significance for black people everywhere when Nelson Mandela was finally
released from prison.
This year we again recognized our achievements, but we still cannot escape our
shortcomings — drugs, teen pregnancy, gang violence, AIDS — the list seems
endless. These social realities affect everyone, but American blacks are hit especially
hard, always among the majority of the unemployed, the uneducated and the
incarcerated.

Nonetheless, black people are steadfast in recognizing Black History Month, the
time for blacks to look at where they were,
where they are and where they are headed.
The older this tradition becomes, the more

important it becomes within the framework
of American culture.

What is the purpose of the whole thing? Simple. If black Americans expended
half the energy on themselves throughout the year that they used during the month
of February, the progress in their lives would be unbelievable. It’s a shame to see
what we can do as a people only once a year.
I’m speaking directly to my sisters and brothers. We have work to do. We don’t
have to give up our bright futures and our jobs and our BMWs, but everyone must
do his or her part. The very least we can do is use our education to have some kind
of positive impact on our people. Quitting your job because your company was once
involved in South Africa is not necessarily the answer. Leaving Georgetown because
the Jesuits here once used African slaves isn’t the way either. What is important is
that we do what we are capable of doing, even if what we do is minimal and doesn’t
require any sacrifice. All of this minimal effort collectively could change our lives,
meaning less of us would be in jail and more of us would be in school.
If we all kept the thought in our minds,
we could work wonders. We are amazing
athletes and entertainers. Surely we can be
fantastic businesspeople and community
leaders as well. This will never happen,
though, if we are really only concerned in
February. February is just four weeks
— we
need all fifty-two.
When Carter G. Woodson created Negro
History Week in 1926, he was addressing
a very important need. We can’t truly begin to help our less fortunate sisters and
brothers until we understand the the history behind our situation.

Black History Month won't do a
damned thing for black people
unless it's every month.

Outstanding black history specials can be
found on public television. Minority student
organizations plan special events to be featured all month on college campuses all over
the country. Historically, black universities
offer a wealth of programs that attract audiences from near and far. Companies
feature advertisements that salute the month and the memories it brings. Black radio
stations provide moments in black history and provide information on black history
events. Bookstores feature displays with books on black history and novels by
prominent black American authors.
But where does all of this energy go in March? What happens to all the motivation
when February is over? Some of it stays, but sadly, most of the effort and achievement is soon forgotten. Most of us go on about our business without a second
thought. It isn’t even a conscious action; it just happens. And then by next Febraury,
everyone is gung-ho and ready to learn black history again.

Campus Opinion:

In 1991, the enthusiasm generated in February needs to work for us throughout
the year. There are more than enough holidays and streets named after us, but we
cannot rely on these. Black History Month won’t do a damned thing for black people
unless it’s every month. It is the frame of mind that matters, not the time of year.

FOR A BRIEF MOMENT IN TIME, AS THE
BALL BOUNCED OVER HIS HEAD,
90

KNEW NOTHING.
\

Ritchie & Egelman

Tracy Grant is a senior in the School of Business Administration.

Ifyou could getaway with any crime, what would you do?

I’d rip the tags off my mattresses.
Chuck Burgess
CAS 91

We’d re-elect Marion Barry.
Jeff Schneider
SFS 91
Liz Solliday
CAS 91

Compiled by Jim Mangan
and Brian Wheeler

I’d rob a pet store but take only the
tarantulas.
Jeff Diagonale
CAS ’93

I'd steal that nice, expensive camera.
Ernest Tuckett
CAS ’92

We’d steal a plane, a pilot and crew so
we could hang out in first class and get
drunk.
Bonny Rozzo

CAS '92
Allyson Perre

CAS 91

a

means have failed, pacifists advocate
that nations serve as mere spectators
rather than liberators while the devastation proceeds unabated. How can a
Christian turn away from pain of such
magnitude? How can pacifism be

1
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Jim, I'd like to bash your head in 8 to
10 times a day and get away with it.
Mike Grubert

CAS ’92

|
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ENTERTAINMENT
On Stage

In Brief
Studios Announce
Summer Releases

King Plays Drag Queen in Dickens’ ‘Tale’

In His Own Words

Offbeat One-Man Show at Studio Theatre Revamps ‘A Tale of Two Cities’

Actor Floyd King may seem a
little out of place in the odd ‘A

Although summer may still seem

By Molly Peterson
HOYA Staff Writer

far away, it doesn’t seem that way to

the major movie studios, who have
already announced plans for several
summer blockbusters. Like last summer, sequels will dominate the
screen. Here’s a preview of the

“It was the best of times,

it was the

worst of times. . . . It is a far, far better
rest that I go to, than I have ever known
Charles Dickens’ A Tale of Two Cities
may be best known for those lines. But
a new production of the story at the
Studio Theatre doesnot borrow much
more than that from the original as it
turns the classic tale on its ear. The show
still utilizes Madame Defarge and her
knitting needles, but she wears black
suede heels, a garter belt and a feather
boa.
The most bizarre part of the play is that
it has only one actor, Floyd King, who
plays all twenty-plus characters from
Dickens’ story — including Jerry, a
struggling drag queen who lives in a
closet-sized apartment in New York.
What has happened to A Tale of Two
Cities will definitely surprise the

familiar and the not-so-familiar:

F/X 2 — Bryan Brown and Brian
Dennehy reprise their roles as special
effects wizard Rollie Tyler and wisecracking detective Leo McCarthy.
As in the original, Rollie arranges to

help the police with his unique
talents, this time to apprehend a serial
killer. Again, things get hairy and

Rolie finds himself on the run from
those who hired him. Expect nothing
short of state-of-the-art special effects.
Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure — Tentative title: “Bill and Ted
Go to Hell.” Keanu Reeves and Alex
Winter are back in “excellent” form,

audience, but after the shock wears off,

the play stands on its own as a great
comedy.
The premise for the production, which
is running through March 24, is a difficult one to accept at first because it is
so thin: an aspiring drag queen walks
into his lower-Manhattan studio and
prepares for a big night on the stage. A
knock at the door brings an unexpected
visit by a defenseless baby, screaming
its head off, with a note asking the finder
to take care of the little bundle. Jerry
tries everything he can think of to quiet
the baby so he can have some peace, but
nothing works. So a childhood impulse
hits him — tell the child a story! But
what story?
The odd part about the story idea is not
that a drag queen would postpone a
night’s plans to narrate a novel to a baby,
but that he entertains the child so nonchalantly. King, a veteran of the
Washington stage, has made a habit of
stealing the show at the Folger
Shakespeare Theatre and lives up to his
reputation in the Studio Theatre perfor-

mance.
The play moves slowly at first, with
only a few of Dickens’ many characters
introduced, but it gets crazier and more
complicated. For those unacquainted
with the classic storyline, it is easy to get
lost along the way.
King pulls off what may be the
toughest role any actor could face —
where else would a thespian simultaneously play both Madame Decfarge
and Miss Pross wrestling over a gun,
with arms and legs flying out from behind the couch? But King, always in
motion, is excellent in the role, leaping
across the stage and twisting his face in
comic expressions.
There are no flaws in the writing of the
play; in fact, the script even searches for
hidden meanings that, because of King’s
energy, arc not given the chance to
develop. The male “characters” of A
Tale can be easily confused since they
all have the same accent.
One of the most creative aspects of A

Tale of Two Cities is the way that King,
as Jerry, transforms his lifc and his
dreary apartment into the same reality as
the onc in his tale. The play is a story
within a story that unexpectedly jumps
out of its place at times — the word
“blood” which was written on a building
wall in the real A Tale of Two Cities
appears on the dingy linoleum in
ketchup.
The theater itself is small and familiar,

allowing for less-than-traditional
audience participation, as Jerry asks an
audience member to zip him up as he
dresses.
The adaptation ofA Tale of Two Cities
originated off-Broadway with a group
called the Ridiculous Theatre Company.
King saw their performance and, after
the play’s run ended, brought the story
again to the stage. It is a good thing that
he did becauseA Tale of Two Cities is a
wonderfully offbeat way to spend any
evening.

fighting the powers of evil (not to
mention their evil twins) to save the
| world from destruction.

some

‘original films may find their way to
| theatres later this year: Steven Spielberg adapts the immortal Peter Pan
to the screen with Hook, starring
Costner,

Julia

Roberts

and

Robin Williams. Alec Baldwin will
reprise his role from The Hunt for
' Red October in Tom Clancy’s
Patriot Games. Also, a new Disney

film, Beauty and the Beast will feature songs by Alan Mencken and
Howard

Ashman,

who

as rock legend Janis Joplin
rubbed off on him. He and the late
rock star were in the same high
school marching band for a time
although, by King’s admission,
Joplin was “a lot wilder.” If only
she could see him now...

play’s tragic hero. Through a series of
flashbacks during his narrative, the
audience sees how Gallimard had always been a fragile and awkward figure.
Puccini’s classic opera Madame Butterfly stands apart for its story of a While his brother Marc (John Lawrence)
encouraged him to have sex with his
callous American envoy who travels to
the Orient, where he meets and marries
willing female friends, Gallimard
balked nervously. When looking at an
a geisha. Although she sincerely loves
adult magazine as a child, he becomes
him, his affection was never designed to
last — he only uses her for personal
racked by instant shame and guilt.
pleasure. She is aware that his “love” is
Although Gallimard has achieved solid
feigned, but she is blinded by her love
standing with his position as consul, his
for him and waits for years (to no avail) personality is missing a sense of selfafter he leaves for America. Without
confidence or certainty. He meets a
emotion, he has their marriage annulled . Chinese actress, Song (E.M. Lim), who
and so, in foolish devotion, she commits
entices him but also strings him along as
a ritualistic suicide.
she wishes. Gallimard soon becomes the
With M. Butterfly, Friday Afternoon
dominant player in their relationship
Theatre reworks Puccini’s story in an
after a meeting in her home where she
original production running this
reveals her fragility. After that, he
weekend that offers social and political
begins calling her “Butterfly” because a
commentary. Although M. Butterfly apbutterfly, like Song, can be easily conpears similar to Puccini’s story at first
trolled. But what Gallimard believes to
glance — Gallimard, a French envoy to
be personal strength is only arrogance;
China falls in love with a Chinese actress
Song later establishes her control over
whom he calls “Butterfly,” — the real
him with devastating consequences.
similarities end there. M. Butterfly
Braithwaite, as Gallimard, delivers a
develops an intricate plot with betrayal
performance narrating from a prison cell
as its central theme that uses the relationthat not only convinces but also drives
ship between two cultures as a
the play. Braithwaite manages to,
springboard to explore serious issues indevelop Gallimard into a complete charvolving gender and race.
acter with nuances and idiosyncracies.

VI.

Kevin

thur, Texas, the same hometown

HOYA Staff Writer

Other sequels to expect include:
Aliens 3, The Terminator 2: Judge| ment Day, Robocop 3 and Star Trek
sequels,

is doing both women and men at
the same time.”
Considering his traditional
upbringing, it may be surprising
to see the stage veteran in such a
role. But maybe living in Port Ar-

By Brian Wheeler

a

the

better written, but the fun for me

Friday Afternoon Theatre Production
Puts a Twist on Puccini’s Classic Opera

Nightmare on Elm Street 6:
Freddy’s Dead: Can this be true?
| Freddy Krueger, the razor-wielding
| ghoul of our nightmares, is not coming back for this sequel. Needless to
say, this doesn’t interfere with the
film makers’ plans.

In between

Shakespeare Theatre Company
since 1983.
In an interview published in the
Washington Post Sunday, King
talked about the twenty-plus characters he creates in less than two
hours: “It’s the hardest thing I’ve
ever done.”
He also shares other opinions on
his role: “The women’s parts are

‘M. Butterfly’ Soars

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II:
The Secret of the Ooze: The four
‘beloved turtles attempt to discover
the origin of their powers. Minor
changes include a new actress play| ing heroine April O’Neil and a new
character, professor Jordan Perry.
| The movie actually gets serious,
‘tackling environmental issues
brought up by the “ooze” that
produced our heroes. Vanilla Ice
makes a cameo appearance and sings
“The Ninja Rap.”

|

Tale of Two Cities.” He has, after
all, been a member of the Folger

won

Sarah

Academy Awards for the music for
‘The Little Mermaid.
—Darren Metzger

George/The

HOYA

E.M. Lim stars as an enticing but deceptive Chinese actress in Friday Afternoon Theatre’s ‘M. Butterfly.’

It’s never too late!!

At the center of M. Butterfly lies Gal-

limard (Tony Braithwaite) who
dominates the stage and serves as the

At times, his character comes off as confident to the point of arrogance, but it is

See BUTTERFLY, p. 9

The Cutting Edge

TRS

Still Kicking , the Ramones Keep Punk Alive

- @ You can still write Entertainment
while there is time.

By Reed Alex Martin
HOYA Staff Writer

@® Call Brian at 687-3415.

Everyone who missed the original new wave/punk
movement of the late *70s and early 80s can now take
a remedial course in rock n’ roll, Ramones style.
Next month, the New York-based hardcore band that

|

. started it all with frantic “1-2-3-4” song intros, leather
jackets and shatter-your-brain guitar chords, will re-
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In a recent phone interview from his home in New
York City, band frontman Joey Ramone said the
Ramones are planning to re-release all of their albums,
for a total of seven volumes on CD. “We don’t want
people to have to spend $200 to get all our stuff from
box set.”
Joey said each disc will contain two albums for the
price of one, plus a handful of previously unreleased
bonus tracks. “Volume 2 has a song called ‘Slug,’ and
an original version of ‘I Want You Around.” It’s
reminiscent of early Rolling Stones—Johnny used a
‘57 Rickenbacker [guitar] that he had stolen at some
point—it sounds [expletive] great.
“There’s another song on it called ‘I Don’t Want To
Live This Life,’ that was originally written for the Sid
and Nancy soundtrack but we decided not to let them
have it. The song was just too good to give away.”
Joey said the other bonus track may be a cover of the
perennial Stones favorite, “Street Fighting Man,”
originally a B-side on the Ramone’s Howling At The
Moon 12-inch. “There’s a lot of cool B-sides on

Volume 1 [released last October] too,” he said. “There’s

39 Before
40 Dick or Spencer

also a few live cuts, ‘California Sun,” and ‘I Don’t
Wanna Walk Around With You,’ that were recorded

All Rights Reserved

DOWN
1 Increase

2 Govern
3 Doing nothing
4 Material for
ships
5 Shrink in fear
6 Crowd
7 Mature
8 Daystar
9 ““— St. Louis”
10 Careless
11 Of the ear
12 Nail’s cousin

13 Earthy
stuff

21 Merit
23 Thoroughfare

41 Use a scythe
43 Diner

27
28
29
30
31

47 Edible fish

25 Brass e.g.
26 Ray flower

Seedlike body
Perforations
Lanai
Practice
Tonsorial
item
32 Put forth
effort
34 Room
37 Checked

44 Middleman
46 Ghost

during our first L.A. show at The Roxy in 1976.”
Additionally, the album contains snippets of the
Ramones’ first-ever demo recording that was circulated to disinterested, disco-dazed record companies in
1974. “‘I Can’t Be’ and‘IDon’t Want To Be Learned—
I Don’t Want To Be Tamed,’ were part of this 15-song
8-track tape we shot for about $1,000,” said Joey. “We

48
49
51
52

Drink to excess
So be it!
Sword
Playing card

53 Wound'’s
aftermath

38 Err in a way

56 Mineral

40 Yarn

57 Kiddie

:

would’ve done it on cassette but the format hadn’t
come out yet—it was the old days.”
Soon, diehard “Ramone-heads” will be able to get
their fill from the Volume series with a soon-to-bereleased live double album. “There’s a Ramones concert record that was previously only available in
Europe,” he said. “It was a New Year’s Eve show we
did in 1977 at The Rainbow Theater.”
Ramones fans of the television generation can sate

Courtesy Public I Productions

Johnny, Joey, Marky and CJ Ramone

are busy these days, re-releasing the group’s albums on CD.

their cravings with the band’s popular home video
Lifestyles of the Ramones. “It’s a documentary thing
with

interviews,

videos

and

some

tidbits

of live

footage,” said Joey. “It’s selling great so far: it’s been
in the Top 20 for about five months now and it’s sold
about 25,000 copies. We're really happy with its success. Warner Brothers has about 60 home videos out
and ours is ranked fourth below Madonna, Morrissey
and Faith No More. We're outselling Prince, Aerosmith and everything else.”
Part of the intrigue surrounding Lifestyles lies in the
fact that it includes graphic images that MTV censored
in 1984. “Our ‘Psychotherapy’ video was banned,” he
remembered. “It was on for a while but the version
most people saw was cut—they pulled seven
seconds—and then they just decided to ban the whole
thing. Then they banned it in Europe too.”
“Psychotherapy,” which MTV executives decried as
“disturbing,” depicted a One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s

Nest-like mental hospital confinement, complete with
excruciatingly vivid electroshock treatment and forced
lobotomy.
However, Joey said he felt strongly against all types
of censorship. “It’s very sick and very scary. All these
small interest groups are going against the First
Amendment and the American way. Hitler was a small
interest group at one time too.
“The next thing these people will be telling you is
that you can’t read certain books or walk on this side
of the street. That’s what happened in Germany in the
’40s. Most people say it’ll never happen in America,
and yet it is happening right now. Everybody is so
conservative—it’s like we’re going back to the 50s or
something.”
However, the Ramones aren’t waiting around for a
’60s revival. “We have something to say,” said Joey.
“And if people care about Te Amendment freedoms,
they’ll do something about
i
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ENTERTAINMENT

Celebrating Mozart

Rockin’ in the Free World

Cantate Chamber Singers Pay
Tribute to the Famed Composer
during the joyous “Regina Coeli,” which
opened the concert.
The concert featured five pieces: the
singers’ performed the “Coronation
Mass” and featured a talented quartet of
soloists who traded sections with the

By Jennifer Almeida
HOYA Staff Writer

Classical music lovers around the
world have marked 1991 as the year to
honor the memory of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, the peerless composer,
on the 200th anniversary of his death. To
mark the occasion, several music groups
have planned Mozart concerts and festivals throughout the year, and the Cantate Chamber

Singers,

chorus. Even the Cantate Orchestra took
its turn as it performed the Mozart concerto “Sinfonia Concertante.”
The concert was highlighted by the
exquisite “Ave Verum Corpus,” which
Mozart wrote only six months before his
death. The singers adjusted to the slow
tempo and shifting dynamics with poise
as the group brought out the power of the
deceptively simple piece. The singers’
talent, during the song and throughout
the performance, showcased the genius
of Mozart’s music and helped the
audience understand, 200 years after his

Georgetown’s

ensemble-in-residence, is no exception.
The group joined in the year-long
celebration Sunday by dedicating their
second concert of the year to the famed
Austrian composer.
The Chamber Singers, made of singers

from the D.C. area under the direction of
Phyllis Isaacson, filled Gaston Hall with
‘the beautiful harmonies of Mozart’s
sacred choral music. The group created
a wonderful balance of sound, especially

death, why his music has stood the test

of time.

D.C. Hard Rock Cafe Throws
A Birthday Bonanza for Itself
and celery stalks positioned around the

Reed Alex Martin

restaurant.

HOYA Staff Writer

D.C.’s Hard Rock Cafe, “The Embas-

sy of Rock and Roll,” celebrated it’s first
birthday Wednesday night with a private
bash for area journalists, publicists and
promoters.
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The two-hour shmoozefest was
punctuated by free drinks, mountains of
battered shrimp and scallops and a rousing
acoustic
performance
by
Georgetown’s own Doug Derryberry
and John Alagia.
“We just wanted to show our appreciation to everyone in the local music community,” said Hard Rock spokesperson
Lisa Newton. “It was just our way of
saying thanks.”
The centerpiece of the gathering was
a 4x5-foot cake with a huge grand piano
painted in icing around a sugar candy
Hard Rock logo. Meanwhile, health
conscious guests sampled carrot sticks

Following their 45-minute set, Derryberry and Alagia were rewarded with
authentic Hard Rock Cafe jean jackets,
valued at $90 apiece. However, the Hard
Rock Cafe’s most valuable memorabilia
remained bolted down.
“We have an autographed Gibson
electric guitar from Chuck Berry,
Michael
Jackson’s
rhinestonedecorated stage slacks, B.B. King’s
autographed ‘Lucille’ model Gibson,
and lyrics to ‘Fly On Little Wing,” writ-

- Ragged Glory
Neil Young Hits D.C. Like a Hurricane
By Brian Wheeler
HOYA Staff Writer

ten in the hand of Jimi Hendrix himself,”

said Newton. “We have almost 250
pieces of rock n’ roll history hanging up
on our walls.”
The original Hard Rock Cafe was
created in 1971 by Issac Tiggert and
Peter Morton, two expatriate Americans
living in London. Now the chic restaurant empire stretches from Stockholm to Reykjavik with over 50
franchise outlets worldwide.

“Rock and rock will never die,” sings
Neil Young at the start of his Wednesday
night Capital Centre concert. And, al-

though it’s been 12 years since he
first made

1-
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Keep in Mind...

A Purim Social with the Naval Academy
will be held at 8 p.m. at the University of

Tickets are still available for The Latin
Ball, a semi-formal dance which will take
place tonight from 9 p.m.- 2 a.m. in the
Leavey Center.
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687-4383.
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The Columbia Lighthouse for the Blind is
in need of volunteers to act as

March 7:

readers/friendly visitors to blind and
visually-impaired persons in the
Washington area. The next volunteer

Ruth Wallace, co-author of Gender in
America, will speak on “Issues of Gender

training and orientation will be held at the

Inequality” at 5 p.m. in ICC 115 as part of

Lighthouse, 1241 P St. NW on March 9
from 10 a.m. to noon. Call 462-2900 for
more information.

the Coalition of Women’s Voices lecture
series on women’s issues.

The Washington Literacy Council

Bread for the World is sponsoring a training session given by DC Hunger Action

I

Neil Young Wednesday played no-frills
rock, performing the classics and the best
from his new release, ‘Ragged Glory.’

is

looking for volunteers to spend one hour

for students interested in counseling food
stamp applicants or monitoring applica-

aweek teaching adults how to read. Training provided. Call 331-9672.

tion procedures. The session will start at

6:30 p.m. in ICC 101 and will last approximately two hours. Call the CAC
office at 687-4045 by March 5 to register.
A commitment of at least once a month for
a period of three months is necessary.

Photos by John Toolan

Bring your club’s announcements for the
Community Calendar to 421 Leavey. The

announcements are free.

Mask & Bauble: Georgetown’s
oldest acting group provides An Evening of One Acts tonight and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Poulton Halli.
The performance will feature the
three student winners of M&B’s annual one-act play contest. The plays
are: Tabledance by Bill Doyle, Untitled (A Manic Montage) by Angela
Buchanan and Marx Under Analysis
from Gregory Doolan. The plays also
run next weekend. Tickets are $7, $5

for students. Call 687-6783 for reservations and info.
Friday Afternoon Theatre:
Walsh Black Box will host M. Butterfly, the group’s first production
this semester (see review, page 8).
The play, written by David Henry
Hwang, will show at 4 p.m. And for
the economically-minded, it should
be noted that you can see it for free.
GPB: Barry Levinson’s acclaimed
tale of a Jewish family growing up in
America, Avalon, will be on screen
this weekend in Reiss 103. The
movie, which received two Academy
Award

nominations,

will

show

at

7:30 and 10 p.m. Friday - Sunday.
Admission is $3, $1 for GPB
cardholders.
—Also: GPB will show the
Stanley Kubrick classic, Dr. Strangelove Tuesday and the Australian

Senior Class Committee: They’re
doing that class unity thing again.
The SCC will sponsor a Senior
Happy Hour tonight at Winstons.
Also: look for Senior Night at the
Pub March 9 and a big St. Patrick’s
Day bash March 17 for juniors and
seniors.
Nursing Ball: Close Call provides
live entertainment for the annual
dance tonight on the terrace of the
Car Barn on Prospect Street. Tickets
for the semi-formal are $10.

day from 12 - 4 p.m. Call 289-4224
for more info. The Pavilion is located
on 1100 Pennsylvania Ave.
The Birchmere: After gaining international attention for performing
with Paul Simon five years ago,
Ladysmith Black Mambazo is touring on their own. The South African
a capella group comes into town
Tuesday and Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $18.50 and available
through Ticket Center outlets. Call
1-800-448-9009 for more info.
Capital Centre: INXS delivers
what you need and more tonight in
concert. Although this concert is sold
out, upcoming Cap Centre events include:

Studio Theatre: It may be slightly
ridiculous,

but

it’s worth

a shot.

Actor Floyd King acts out all 20 characters in an offbeat adaptation of
Charles Dickens’ A Tale of Two
Cities (sce review, page 8). The show
runs Wednesday - Saturday at 8 p.m.,

Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets cost $14.50$22.50; Student discounts are avail-

able. The Studio Theatre is located at
14th and P Streets, NW.

Call 332-

3300 for more info.
Old Post Office Pavilion: The
Pavilion celebrates a New

Sting

Mar.

7, Paul

Simon

Mar. 13 and Bell Biv Devoe in early
April.

On the Town

Orleans-

style Mardi Gras a little late Satur-

that musical statement,

the

aging rocker still means what he sings.
Young delivers a performance infused
with the energy and sheer volume that
other rockers half his age can barely
muster. Carrying a self-imposed burden
to preserve a style of music
that many
consider to be outdated, Young turns up
the volume, delivers solo upon solo and
shows that classic rock-and-roll music is
far from dead.
On his latest album Ragged Glory,
Young has returned to his musical roots.
Backed only by a rhythm guitar, bass
and drums, Young takes a basic garage
band approach, playing his songs only
one way — loudly. Every number in his
10-song set opens with a Young guitar
solo and invariably features another,
some lasting as long as five minutes.
In concert, Young draws most of his
material from Ragged Glory and its

in the Wind” is appropriate in light of the
Gulf War, but it seems oddly out of
place. With his return to classic no-frills
rock that revels in its simplicity, this
particular piece of borrowed social commentary seems contrived.
:
Young does not explain why he has

1989

returned to straight-ahead rock on stage;

predecessor,

Freedom,which

marked Young’s recent return to loud
rock. Conspicuously absent are early
solo efforts like “Southern Man” and
collaborations with Crosby, Stills and
Nash. But in their place are pieces from
Ragged Glory such as “Love and Only
Love,” which features a piercing improvised solo, and “F—in’ Up” which,
with improvisations and an extended
feedback-distorted ending, clocks in at
over 10 minutes.
Occasionally, Young missteps. His
version of Bob Dylan’s classic “Blowin’

in fact, he says nothing more to the
audience than the perfunctory “How arc
ya doin’?” before jumping into his classic, “Cinnamon

Girl,”

But

it is clear

from his music that Young is altempting
to revive rock and roll. Although his
closing song, “Rockin’ in the Free.
World” is rife with social implications,
it also reinforces the message that rock
music needs someone to carry the torch.
Young’s concert showed that the 46year-old songwriter, despite his age,is

still willing carry that torch.

Friday Afternoon Theatre Stages

THE WEEKENDER
film Man of Flowers Wednesday in
the Leavey program room. Admission is $1 for cardholders, $2 for
everyone else.

t

Gallery Goings-On
National Museum of African
Art: The home of Georgetown center
Dikembe Mutombo, Zaire, displays
its great cultural history. African
Reflections displays art from tribal
groups in the northeastern part of the
African nation. The exhibit opens
Wednesday and runs for the rest of
the year. The museum is located at
950 Independence Ave., SW. Call
357-2247 for more details.

Powerful and Tragic ‘M. Butterfly’
BUTTERFLY, from p. 8
apparent that the cockiness he exhibits around Song is but a
cover for his insecurity.
To complement Braithwaite, Lim turns in an extraordinary
performance in drag as Song. Lim displays a duplicity that
allows Song to be convincing as both Gallimard’s submissive
lover and as the Communist agent underneath that guise who
only uses Gallimard for military information. On the surface,
Song follows Gallimard, but in reality the situation is the exact
opposite; Song makes the argument that men will believe
anything that women say if they want to believe it.
The other roles in M. Butterfly are for the most part
peripheral, but they are well played. Lawrence serves as a
humorous counterweight to Gallimard’s insecurity with his
role as the self-assured Marc. As the seemingly forgotten wife,
Janet Rossbach evokes sympathy in her scenes, and Nicole
Govert also offsets Braithwaite as Renee, a sexy college
student with whom Gallimard has an affair.
At points, M. Butterfly runs the risk of collapsing under the
weight of the issues it confronts. The play critically views male
treatment of women as innocent and submissive madonnas.
Beyond that, the play makes political statements through its
setting that span the time of the military buildup and war in
Vietnam. In addition, the play suggests that foreigners view

‘Asian people much like they view the geisha in Puccini’s
Madame Butterfly, respectful of power and willingly submissive.
Despite the number of issues it addresses, M. Butterfly does
not give short shrift to any points. The play covers its territory
completely and develops its plot fully. M. Butterfly, scored
with music from Puccini, delicately tears down the images
created by the opera and, in its place, creates a more meaningful tragedy that should not be missed.

Sarah George/The HOYA

Tony Braithwaite plays Gallimard, a French envoy .

:
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Hoyas Take Sub-Par Record

Students Free!

To Syracuse For Season Finale

The Women’s 1990-91 BIG EAST
Basketball Tournament starts
today, March 1-March 4 at McDonough Arena

MEN, from p. 12
and Mourning teamed up to anchor the
United States National team over the
summer during the Goodwill Games and
the Olympic Games.
While Owens stock as a potential NBA
lottery pick continues to rise,
Mourning’s has fallen significantly.
Averaging 23.6 points a game and 11.5

(at

rebounds a game, the 6-foot-9 Owens is

Adults-$4.00
Children under 12-$2.00
Georgetown Students Free with valid
Georgetown ID.
Tickets available at McDonough ticket window.

Schedule:
Friday, March 1, 8 PM (8th place
finisher vs 9th place finisher)

Charles Harrison, Lamont Morgan and

Saturday, March 2, Quarterfinals
1PM, 3PM, 6 PM (Georgetown plays

here regardless of regular season
finish), SPM
Sunday, March 3 Semifinals 2PM and
4PM
Monday, March 4 Championship 7
PM
Advertise in Washington's

settle? Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admit-

. KAPLAN

770-3444

Wash. DC
244-1456

No. VA

352-TEST

Riverside Liquors
338-4882
BEST KEG PRICES!!
Busch 36.99

Rolling Rock 44.99

Natural Light 36.99
Cases

Not Valid Witk Other Offers!

Some Restncaiens May Apply!

Offer Valid Monday-Thursday With This Ad
FOXHALL

(across from MacArthur Theatre!
4828 MacArthur Blvd.
333.0985

GEORGETOWN
(below Calvert St.)
2400 Wisconsin Ave.
333-3185

CHEVY

CHASE

(at the Avalon Theatre!
5612 Connecticut Ave
362-5018

CLEVELAND

PARK

{at the Uptown Theatre}
3418 Connecticut Ave
362-6695

You've hitchhiked through the
galaxy Now take a real- fe trip to
the most exotic creatures on earth.
Long las Adams, bestselling author
“He invites us to enter into a conof Th e Hitchhiker's Guide to the
spiracy of laughter and caring.”
Galaxy, and zoologist Mark Car
— TIM CAHILL, Los Angeles Times
wardine take you on their travels
to the far corners of our planet.
“Lively, sharply satirical,
Meet some of our most fascinatbrilliantly written...
ing endangered species, like the
Komodo dragon, whose saliva is
Ranks with the best set
deadlier than its breath,
pieces in
and the kakapo parrot,
Doucias Avams
Mark Twain.
who decided long ago
— JACK BEATTY.
that eating was far
more fun than flying. .
The Atlantic
and others equally
lovable and strange.

defensive

boards,

they

have

been

left

with many one-shot
trips at the offensive
end.

With’ a’ strong showing

against the

Orangemen and at feast one win in’ the

Big East Tournament

‘next weekend,

Georgetown should gain a berth to the
NCAA ficld. The two cvents will also
give Mourning the opportunity to return

As the regular season comes to a close,

to the limelight; if he fails, he will risk

Coach John Thompson contends that the
Hoyas are a team to watch in the
postseason. Currently, at 16-10 overall
and 8-7 in the Big East, the Hoyas will
be a tcam sitting “on the fence” next
weekend as the NCAA Tournament
pairings are announced.

being earmarked as a “burn-out” until
next season. Either way, the Hoyas,
should they make the NCAA Tournament, will not likely see a “walk-over”
like Bucknell or Basking Ridge State in
the first round.

SUMMER

STUDY

IN WASHINGTON,

LOCATION
Located near the World Bank, International Monetary Fund,
State Department, White House, Corcoran Gallery of Art,

Kennedy Center; and a multitude of foundations, public
agencies, international organizations, financial institutions,
news bureaus, restaurants, and shops.
Nearby Metro stations provide quick access to all areas of
‘the city, including museums, Capitol Hill, the Library of
Congress, and Embassy Row.
DATES
Five-week Summer Session classes begin May 13 and June
18. Time spans for specific courses and special programs may
differ.

HOUSING
Housing is available on and off campus.
TO APPLY
Write for our Summer Sessions Announcement, containing
course listings and procedures: for admission and registration.

Call (202)994-6360 or mail this coupon to the address below:

CITY.

SAE

ZIP

Mail coupon to:
Office of Summer Sessions
The George Washington University

2121 I Street, NW

Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-9pm, Sat: 10am-8pm

Suite 503

Washington, DC 20052
REEL CGE EU IAT
now at your bookstore

Ye

Universi

When you party, please use common

never drink and drive!----Brian & Robert Fischer

GW is an equal opportunity institution.
ov.

DC

INCLUDING...
a span of courses that ranges from freshman requirements
to graduate research. The George Washington University
offersa‘large array of summer courses to give students a
chance to initiate, supplement, or accelerate their studies.

ADDRESS

2123 E Street, N.W. (Next to People’s Drugs)

sense-and moderation. Remember,

Mourning, Mutombo and freshman
Robert Churchwell in the frontcourt.
While the Hoyas continue to control the

NAME

Busch, Busch Light, 12 oz. cans 7.99
Budweiser, Bud Light, 12 oz. cans 12.99

“>You must be 21 years of age to purchase alcohol.

Dikembe Mutombo, shown here against Pitt, will not only have to keep up
the intense defensive pressure, but will also have to shoulder the scoring
responsibilities. Alonzo'Motrning isin a slump; and ‘the Hoyas will turn 1
the 7-foot-2 team captain for léadership during March.

OVER 600 COURSES!

Good For Members Only At Any Potomac Video Location

CALL TODAY.

2 Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
Bethesda

Rent Two Videos- Get Third Video Rental Free.

ted into their first-choice schools. Fact is,
noone has helped students score higher!

:

John Toolas/THE HOYA™

POTOMAC
|

Sure, there are other schools. But why

Classes Forming Now:

getting good shots, but have struggled to
convert them.
The Hoyas also lack onc of the keys to
success in college basketball today: a
three-point shooter. With Harrison’s
range at the 17-foot mark, the Hoyas are
left with no player except perhaps
Mourning to connect on the long-range
bomb. While Villanova has Greg
Woodard and Seton Hall has Terry
Dehere, the Hoyas lack a pure shooter
who can connect on a three-pointer in
crunch time and who can extend opposing defenses outside of the lane area.
The Orangemen, on the other hand,
have many deadly outside threats including Owens, Johnson, Autry, and
sophomore Mike Hopkins. While
Syracuse relies heavily on these outside

'IDEO 23

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?

I S

often than not, the freshmen have been

have all also shown remarkable versatility in ball-handling, leaping ability,
and the ability to penetrate the lane.
Inside the paint the Hoyas again fall
woefully short. While the Orangemen
have been aggressive on the offensive
boards, the Hoyas have been unable to
put together a strong effort on the offensive glass, despite the presence of

THE HOYA is Your Paper.

GRE

Joey Brown unable to consistently connect from the outside, opposing defenses
have been content to pack in their zone
defenses on the Twin Towers and let the
Hoya freshmen beat themselves from
the outside.
“They’re just very young. It’s very
difficult in our league to have that many
young players,” said Boeheim.
Unfortunately for Georgetown, more

marksmen, Owens, Johnson and Autry

Most Lucrative College Market.

MCAT e DAT ¢ NCLEX—R.N.
* ADVANCED MEDICAL
BOARDS e NTE

fighting UNLV’s Stacey Augmon for
most versatile player in the country.
As scouts drool over Owens, they
wonder about Mourning.
Slowed by an arch injury earlier this
year, Mourning has never seemed to
gain back the intensity and success that
was his trademark during his first two
years at Georgetown. Playing power forward, Mourning appears unable to make
the transition to being away from the
low-post.
While operating in the high-post position, Mourning has been largely
ineffective offensively. While inside the
post, however, Mourning has met with
much more success, but seemingly at the
expense of senior Dikembe Mutombo.
The two All-American players in the
frontcourt have been unable to team up
on offensc to haunt opposing delcnses.
One of the causes for their less-thanadequate statistics seems to come down
to simple X’s and O’s. With freshmen

A member of The Crown Publishing Group
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Spring Sports in Hoyaland
.
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Baseball
MARCH
S
6
7
9
10
12

|

|

|

at William and Mary

TUFTS

17

20

|

BOSTON COLLEGE

12:

30

at Villinova

17

4-5

at

William and

23-24

at Naval Academy

at Frostburg State

18
21

SLIPPERY ROCK
DARTMOUTH

25

at Rutgers
.

Mary

Kram teammen

NOMEN’

MARCH

Toumaniont

3

!

C rew

1

6

at Villinova (All)

13

at GW Invitational

i

4

at Columbia (All)

1]

i

(heavyweights, All)

if

at Navy (lightweights)

4

Potomac Intl. Regatta

i]

(heavyweights, All)

i

at Williams

i

i]
i

1

:

Tennis

9-10

.

IHt]

Mary’s Invitational

Admiral Moore at SUNY

4

Women’s Invit. at Navy

16-17

at ye Commanyeiiih
at George
Washington
Marshall, Davidson, =
Xavier, Nazareth
at Hilton Head, S.C.

i]

|

Maser,

at Howard

18
19
28-30

!]
]

i

age

at Old Dominion

11

O utd oor Track
MARCH
29-30
North Carolina St. Invit.

’

i

ORL.

27

COLGATE

|

ie
iH
ia
i]
|
iB
iH

20-21

at Bucknell

.

!

|

UMd.-BC
BLOOMSBURG
COLGATE
at Richmond

7

invitational

15

Golf

/

Lax

at William and Mary

24

at Villinova

MARCH
8
16
19
21

L

;

|

Men’s Tennis

at Washington Club

9

BOSTON COLLEGE

28

mens

6

at Delaware

23

9

MARCH

at George Mason

3

STONYBROOK
YALE
at Bucknell
PRINCETON
at Boston College
at Providence

Wo

at Maryland

19

|

MARCH
9
16
20
23
27
28

UMd.-BC

16

|

Men’s Lax
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TENNIS, from p. 12
fall, T.J. Leverte finished with a record
of 8-5 and was undefeated in four dual

matches. After studying abroad for the.

fall semester at Lyon, France, Ridman,
who played at No. 2 as a sophomore, will
return to the tennis team to add depth and
experience to the young squad.
According to Bausch, the men will,

like last season, rely on their doubles
teams to compensate for their inconsistency at singles. Bausch said the players
needed to work on technical aspects of
their game, especially hitting the proper
shots at the right time.
“The spring definitely has a better
outlook,” Fishbach said. “We have one
player [Ridman] returning who should
make everyone stronger. The freshmen
who played in the fall have some experience and that should help us.”
“Overall, I was quite happy with the
way the teams developed,” said Bausch.
“The emphasis for both teams has been
trying to figure out what kind of skills
and talent they have. We now know that
we have a lot of skilled players.”
The women, though a relatively inexperienced team with seven new players,
are ranked 15th in the ITCA Eastern
Regionals.
Bausch is looking for strong play from
senior Kristen Beaudoin, who will conclude her fine career at Georgetown this

sophomore Elena Hunt will also make
strong contributions for the women’s
team. No. 3 Diaz-Miranda finished with
the best singles and doubles records on
the fall team (14-3 and 11-5 respectively). Though only a sophomore; Hunt
plays No. 2 singles and also teams with
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tion finals for the past three years. She

secure and nurturing environment. Legal

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM$1000in just one week. Earn up to $1000

and Medical expenses paid. Legal/Con-

for your campus organization. Plus a

- who will stay home to provide the child a

EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA: Hiring’

Laser

Men - Women, Summer/Year Round,
Fishing, Canneries, Logging, Mining,
Construction,
Oil
Companies.

TUTORING: STATISTICS, ECONOMICS, MATH 202-466-1652 Leave
Message / Prompt Response.

Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation $600
plus weekly. CALL NOW! 1-206-7367000, Ext. B1182.

SUMMER SUBLET
- Top Dollar paid for
furnished townhouse in Gtown area.
Must fit 4-6 people. Mid-May through
mid-August. Call Ted 298-7636.

Prompt

Service,

Reasonable Rate. Woodbridge, VA(703)
497-2879.

Beaudoin in doubles. In the fall, the two

won the Big East Tournament doubles
consolations.
The play of freshmen Kathy Johns
positively surprised Bausch. Although
she was not recruited by the team, Johns
made the team and eventually worked
her way into the starting singles line-up.
She finished with an overall record of
9-3 in singles and joined Diaz-Miranda
in doubles, posting an impressive 11-5
record.
;
Although there are no tournaments in
the spring season, the men’s and
women’s teams will stay busy, playing
18 dual matches.
According to Bausch, the men’s tcam
will play its most competitive matches
against St. John’s (April 13) and George
Washington (April 18). The men will
seek to avenge an early season loss to
GW and repay St. John’s, which finished
ahead of the Hoyas in the Big East Tour-

SPRING BREAK Jamaica! Bahamas!
From only $499 including roundtrip airfare from D.C., great hotel, gratuities and
more! Call the Spring Break experts 1-

' 800-331-3136.
ADOPTION. Loving, childless couple,
wishing to adopt infant. Stay-at-home
mom. Will pay legal/medical expenses.
703-971-2768, eves., collect.
GEORGETOWN TO THE
BEAN FOR SPRING BREAK
freeze here when you can be
of the Carribbean or Mexican
week for only $189? R/t

HITCH™ (212)864-2000.
UNIQUE

CO-ED

CARRIB/189! Why
in the sun
coast for a
air; SUN-

SUMMER

CAMP

seeks cabin counselors, athletic director,

waterfront, other specialists. Local interview 1-800-445-6155.

nament.

WANTED BIG EAST TIXX / also Final

- The women will face tough compcetition from Maryland (April 5), James
Madison (April 8), and St. John’s (April
21).

4. Top dollar paid. All games, any location, etc. At Madison Square. Call 1-800753-2871. 10 to 6 pm. Ask for Steve.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT POSITION AVAILABLE at international consulting firm near Foggy Bottom Metro.
Flexible hours. Address resumes to
Simone Lonigan at International Business Group, 1155 21st Street N.W.,
Suite 400; Washington, D.C. 20036.

coach

used to measure the success of the team.
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very important but we would like to see
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ourselves improve,” Bausch stated.
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paraplegic doctor needs morning aide
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FREEDOM. You owe it to yourself to
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Women’s Basketball

Men’s Basketball

Big East Teams
Converge at GU
By Ariane M. Thomas
Special to The HOYA

Two of the nation’s top 20 women’s
basketball teams will take the floor at
McDonough Arena this weekend as
Georgetown prepares to play host to the
Big East Women’s Basketball tournament. Top- seeded Connecticut, No. 16
in the nation, will try to strip secondseeded and defending champion
Providence (No. 17) of its title. Georgetown, which finished seventh in the
Big East regular season, will begin their
bid for the title. when they take on the
Providence Friars Saturday.
During the regular season, the Hoyas
and the Lady Friars met in two highscoring confrontations that resulted in
victories for Providence. But the Hoyas
proved themselves to be worthy opponents in both encounters. According
to Coach Pat Knapp, the Hoyas are
going into Saturday’s game against
Providence with a positive attitude
despite Monday night’s disappointing
loss to Syracuse, 71-70.

“We weren’t happy with our performance against Syracuse, particularly
because a win would have given us a
sixth-place finish,” said Knapp. “That
would have been our highest finish ever
in the Big East.”
“Nevertheless, we are excited for this

John Toolan/THE HOYA

game against Providence because even
though we lost our two regular scason

Robert Churchwell, and his freshman pals, will have to play like upperclassmen Sunday if the Hoyas are to have a shot at beating Syracuse.

games against them, the scores were
fairly close, 104-103 and 128-114,”

Hoyas Head North
For Revenge at SU

Knapp said. “We expect it to be a fastpaced game as well.”
The final scores of the regular season
games between 16th ranked Providence
and Georgetown suggest that both teams
will be playing in a “run-and-gun” style
in this weckend’s matchup. The Hoyas’

GU Needs Win in Final Game of Season

fifth in the Big East in scoring, said she
hoped that this time the Hoyas will come

leading scorer, Kris Witfill, who ranks

out on top.

By Matt Brennan
Hoya Staff Writer

The Georgetown Hoyas (16-10, 8-7 in
the Big East), still reeling from a disappointing 68-58 loss to St. John’s
Monday, will try to end their up-anddown year on a high note when they
meet No. 6 Syracuse Sunday at the Carrier Dome. The Hoyas’ lack of offensive
punch and consistency has left them “on
the bubble,” in jeopardy of missing an
NCAA Tournament bid, and seemingly
unable to put together two straight winning performances.
At the opposite end of the picture are
the Orangemen (25-4, 11-4), who lead
the Big East pack. Despite recent NCAA
and in-house investigations, Syracuse
has rallied around the adversity of the
allegations to become the conference’s
most consistent team and the probable
regular season conference champion.
Led by All-American Billy Owens,
junior Dave Johnson and highly touted
freshman Adrian Autry, Syracuse boasts
one of the most athletic and versitile
teams in the nation.
“We played fairly consistently the
whole year,” said Syracuse Coach Jim
Boeheim. “We started out the season 1-2
and weren’t shooting real well. But,
recently we’ve improved, especially on
defense.”
In recent years, many of the nation’s
top conferences and teams have come
under fire following investigations into
violations of NCAA guidelines. Until
this year, the Big East Conference
remained isolated from the scandal that
plagued
conferences
like
the
Southeastern Conference (SEC). This
year, however, the Big East was added

to the list. Following the publication of

Raw Recruits, a book about collegiate
athletic recruiting, and following a
report by the Syracuse Post-Standard,
Syracuse University, one of the ’80s
most heralded basketball programs,
came under criticism for infractions
such as alleged payments to players.
Despite the allegations released in
early January, the Orangemen have been
able to focus themselves on their games
rather than on the nagging allegations.
Syracuse has weathered the storm, and
their team is favored for a high seed in
this season’s NCAA Tournament.
Two players who are largely responsible for the success of this year’s
Orangeman team are Johnson and
Owens. While Derrick Coleman occupicd the power forward position last
season and Owens played small forward,

Johnson

was

thc odd

man

“This game will definitely be a track
meet,” the sophomore said. If we can
stay close to them throughout the game,
maybe the third time will be the charm
for us.”
The Lady Friars are entering this
weckend’s tournament with a solid 13-3
Big East record (23-4 overall), and a
strong chance at repeating last year’s

of a new

Dave

averages 22.5 points a game and two
assists. The quarterfinal will take place
Saturday at 6 p.m.
The opening game on Friday night pits
eighth-seeded Villanova against ninthseeded Syracuse as the two teams
compete for a chance to meet Connecticut in one of Saturday’s quarterfinal
matchups. Villanova brings a dismal
4-12 Big East record (11-16 overall) into
the game but should have no trouble
with a Syracuse team they beat twice
during the regular scason. Syracusc’s
3-13 record (7-20 overall) suggests that
the team may not be strong enough to
squeeze its way into the game to face
UConn.
In other quarterfinal games, the fourthseeded team from St. Johns will take on
filth-sceded Scton Hall in. what should
prove to be one of the weekend’s best
contests. These two tcams split their
regular season series with one St. John’s
victory, 64-59, and a “down-to-thewire”

win,

72-70,

for Seton

Hall.

St.

iii

Kevin Haggard / THe Hoya

The Hoyas feel safe when the ball is in the hands of No. 32, Kris Witfill.

John’s comes into the game at 16-11 and
Scton Hall is just a shade better with
17-10 record.
The 16th-ranked and top-seeded Huskies will take their 14-2 Big East record
(23-4 overall) into a game facing the
winner of the Villanova/Syracuse
match-up.

Saturday, 6 pm

7. Georgetown
Sunday, 2 pia

3. Pittsburgh

Later Saturday night, the third-seeded
Panthers from Pittsburgh (10-6, 15-12)

Saturday, 8 pm

6. Boston Coll

will battle sixth-sceded Boston College

(6-10, 12-15). In their regular scason
scrics, Pitt took both games in convincing style winning 74-70 and 85-70.
Knapp urged Georgetown students to
come and support the Hoyas. “This
weekend Georgetown will be hosting
some of the best basketball in the arca.
The Big East is always a difficult league
and no doubt the tournament will be a
dog-fight. With two top 20 teams competing for the title, as well as scvcral
other tough teams, we should be seeing
some truly entertaining basketball.”

Graphic by Mikkel Jesen-Petersen

2. Providence

Championship
Monday, 7 pm

4. St. John’s
Saturday, 1 pm

5. Seton Hall
Sunday, 4 pm

Big East

1. Connecticut

% Vilonows,
9. Syracuse

Saturday, 3 pm
Friday, 8 pm

Championships
March 1-4, 1991

Baseball

Freshman Crop Will Strengthen Hoyas
Though They May Not See Much Playing Time, New Recruits Add Depth to GU Squad

out.

By Nathan Harrison
HOYA Staff Writer
The five freshmen

Johfison.

Jason Raeckers, John Halliday, John
Lewis, Mike Sheridan and Dennis Schue

Billy Owens. In 1989, the Big East wel-

comed with open arms the arrival of two
of the best players coming out of high
school in recent years, Syracuse’ Owens
and Georgetown’s Alonzo Mourning.
After leading their respective teams to
standings

in

their first two seasons of play, Owens
See MEN, p. 10

on Georgetown’s

men’s baseball team can take comfort in
the fact that, although they might not
step in and start from game one, they will
definitely help make the team more
competitive.

Whether its connecting from beyond the
three-point line, leaping off the floor to
snare a rebound or slicing to the basket
on a drive, Johnson’s play has been
remarkable. Averaging 19.9 points per
game, Johnson rivals Providence’s Eric
Murdock for comeback player of the
year honors.
The second vital cog is All American

the top of the conference

rebounds while GU’s top scorer, Witfill,

All Games Are At McDonough

Playing few minutes at both the shooting
guard and forward positions, Johnson’s
game seemed out of sync.
This year, however, witnessed the
emergence

championship performance.
The game will include an exciting
match up between Providence guards
Tracy Lis and Shanya Evans and Georgetown guards Witfill and Niki Reid.
Lis, Providence’s top scorer, averages
more than 24 points a game and seven

The Hoyas, who open March 5, are
hoping not to repeat last year’s slide.

matriculated to Georgetown this year
after being recruited in high school by
Coach Larry Geracioti.
Whereas other schools can give 12 to
15 scholarships, Geracioti is allowed to
give out none. Georgetown must therefore restrict its program to students not
lured to other schools by scholarships.
As a third baseman/pitcher, Jason
Racckers saw quality action in the abbreviated fall season. He knocked in the

game-winning run in a come-from-behind ninth inning rally in his first game
with the Hoyas last fall.
“Raeckers is a very fine prospect”, said
Geracioti. “He has excellent speed, excellent hands with the bat . . . and we’re
looking for [him] to help us a lot this
year.”
As an outfielder, John Halliday also
saw some playing time last fall. He had
several key hits but will see limited action this spring.
“He’s got good speed and a nice stick”,
said Geracioti. “We’re looking forward
to his development to add more strength
to our outfield.”
A local product from Rockville, Md.,

John Lewis
catcher to
change was
cording to
captain Tom

is making the switch from
outfield this season. This
made for two reasons, acGeracioti. First, senior
Walters is the catcher now

and Lewis would see little action behind

the plate. Second, surgery on Lewis’
knee made it difficult for the former
catcher to “crouch”, or squat for long
periods of time.
The other freshman catcher, Sheridan,

is also a quarterback on the Hoyas football team, which forced him to miss the

baseball team’s fall season.
“[Sheridan] is doing very well behind
the plate,” said Coach Geracioti.
The last freshman,

Schue, will have

trouble finding time on the mound as he
faces competition from a strong and cxperienced crop of pitchers.
“There are about 10 guys ahead of him
on the mound,” said Geracioti, “But he

should contribute as well.”
“The key is that they all have enough
talent to contribute throughout the
season and they are all pretty good
ballplayers,” said Geracioti.

Tennis

‘Young Teams Prepare for Spring
Ridman Returns to Hilltop, Beaudoin Sets for Final Season at GU
By Joe Rencic
Special to The HOYA

It is 6:50 a.m. Twenty-four drowsy
Georgetown athletes awaken from
their slumber, throw on clothing,

and jog to Yates Field House. Awaiting them is a series of early morning
exercises, including 4x150
jump-roping and a one-lap run — all
to be completed within eight
minutes. For the Georgetown men’s
and women’s tennis teams it’s just
another morning practice as they
prepare for the 1991 spring season.
Coach Rich Bausch said he was
optimistic about the season. The
men’s team ended the fall season

with a dual match record of 3-1 and

a Big East Tournament fourth place
finish. The women finished 5-3,

third in the Big East.
The men’s and women’s teams
will be hard-pressed to achieve the
success of last year’s spring season.
The women finished third in the Big
East at 13-10, while the men went

20-7 placing first in the Big East and
12th in the ITCA (Intercollegiate
Tennis Coaches Association) Eastern Region.
With five freshmen and no
seniors, the men’s team hopes to use
the experience it gained in the fall
season to improve on their spring
performance.

Leading the way for the men is
junior Steve Fishbach. In the fall,
Fishbach played No. 1 for the
Hoyas, posting a match record of 106. Thanks to his outstanding performance at the ITCA Rolex Eastern
Regional Tournament, where he
defeated West Virginia’s Patrick
Westoo (38th in the nation), Fishbach became ranked 20th in the East
region. This was the first time a GU
player received NCAA Division I
ranking from the ITCA.
Two other juniors, T.J. Leverte
and Jamie Ridman, will also play
major roles in the Hoyas’ season,
Bausch said. Seeded No. 2 in the
See TENNIS, p. 11

HOYA File Photo

Kristen Beaudoin this spring will finish a brilliant career at GU as she again leads the women’s tennis team.

